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ABSTRACT
We introduce the Virgo Consortium’s Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environ-
ments (EAGLE) project, a suite of hydrodynamical simulations that follow the formation of
galaxies and supermassive black holes in cosmologically representative volumes of a standard
! cold dark matter universe. We discuss the limitations of such simulations in light of their
finite resolution and poorly constrained subgrid physics, and how these affect their predictive
power. One major improvement is our treatment of feedback from massive stars and active
galactic nuclei (AGN) in which thermal energy is injected into the gas without the need to turn
off cooling or decouple hydrodynamical forces, allowing winds to develop without predeter-
mined speed or mass loading factors. Because the feedback efficiencies cannot be predicted
from first principles, we calibrate them to the present-day galaxy stellar mass function and
the amplitude of the galaxy-central black hole mass relation, also taking galaxy sizes into
account. The observed galaxy stellar mass function is reproduced to !0.2 dex over the full
resolved mass range, 108 < M∗/M⊙ ! 1011, a level of agreement close to that attained by
semi-analytic models, and unprecedented for hydrodynamical simulations. We compare our
results to a representative set of low-redshift observables not considered in the calibration, and
find good agreement with the observed galaxy specific star formation rates, passive fractions,
Tully–Fisher relation, total stellar luminosities of galaxy clusters, and column density distribu-
tions of intergalactic C IV and O VI. While the mass–metallicity relations for gas and stars are
consistent with observations for M∗ " 109 M⊙ (M∗ " 1010 M⊙ at intermediate resolution),
they are insufficiently steep at lower masses. For the reference model, the gas fractions and
temperatures are too high for clusters of galaxies, but for galaxy groups these discrepancies
can be resolved by adopting a higher heating temperature in the subgrid prescription for AGN
feedback. The EAGLE simulation suite, which also includes physics variations and higher
resolution zoomed-in volumes described elsewhere, constitutes a valuable new resource for
studies of galaxy formation.
Key words: methods: numerical – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – cosmology:
theory.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Cosmological simulations have greatly improved our understand-
ing of the physics of galaxy formation and are widely used to
⋆E-mail: schaye@strw.leidenuniv.nl
guide the interpretation of observations and the design of new
observational campaigns and instruments. Simulations enable as-
tronomers to ‘turn the knobs’ much as experimental physicists are
able to in the laboratory. While such numerical experiments can
be valuable even if the simulations fail to reproduce observations,
in general our confidence in the conclusions drawn from simula-
tions, and the number of applications they can be used for, increases
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with the level of agreement between the best-fitting model and the
observations.
For many years the overall agreement between hydrodynamical
simulations and observations of galaxies was poor. Most simula-
tions produced galaxy mass functions with the wrong shape and
normalization, the galaxies were too massive and too compact, and
the stars formed too early. Star formation in high-mass galaxies was
not quenched and the models could not simultaneously reproduce
the stellar masses and the thermodynamic properties of the gas in
groups and clusters (e.g. Scannapieco et al. 2012, and references
therein).
Driven in part by the failure of hydrodynamical simulations to
reproduce key observations, semi-analytic and halo-based models
have become the tools of choice for detailed comparisons between
galaxy surveys and theory (see Cooray & Sheth 2002; Baugh 2006
for reviews). Thanks to their flexibility and relatively modest com-
putational expense, these approaches have proven valuable for many
purposes. Examples include the interpretation of observations of
galaxies within the context of the cold dark matter framework,
relating galaxy populations at different redshifts, the creation of
mock galaxy catalogues to investigate selection effects or to trans-
late measurements of galaxy clustering into information concerning
the occupation of dark matter haloes by galaxies.
However, hydrodynamical simulations have a number of impor-
tant advantages over these other approaches. The risk that a poor or
invalid approximation may lead to overconfidence in an extrapola-
tion, interpretation or application of the model is potentially smaller,
because they do not need to make as many simplifying assumptions.
Although the subgrid models employed by current hydrodynamical
simulations often resemble the ingredients of semi-analytic mod-
els, there are important parts of the problem for which subgrid
models are no longer required. Since hydrodynamical simulations
evolve the dark matter and baryonic components self-consistently,
they automatically include the back-reaction of the baryons on the
collisionless matter, both inside and outside of haloes. The higher
resolution description of the baryonic component provided by hy-
drodynamical simulations also enables one to ask more detailed
questions and to compare with many more observables. Cosmolog-
ical hydrodynamical simulations can be used to model galaxies and
the intergalactic medium (IGM) simultaneously, including the inter-
face between the two, which may well be critical to understanding
the fuelling and feedback cycles of galaxies.
The agreement between hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy
formation and observations has improved significantly in recent
years. Simulations of the diffuse IGM already broadly reproduced
quasar absorption line observations of the Lyα forest two decades
ago (e.g. Cen, Miralda-Escude´, Ostriker & Rauch 1994; Zhang,
Anninos & Norman 1995; Hernquist et al. 1996; Theuns et al. 1998;
Dave´ et al. 1999). The agreement is sufficiently good that compar-
isons between theory and observation can be used to measure cos-
mological and physical parameters (e.g. Croft et al. 1998; Schaye
et al. 2000; Viel, Haehnelt & Springel 2004; McDonald et al. 2005).
More recently, simulations that have been re-processed using radia-
tive transfer of ionizing radiation have succeeded in matching key
properties of the high-column density H I absorbers (e.g. Pontzen
et al. 2008; Altay et al. 2011; McQuinn, Oh & Faucher-Gigue`re
2011; Rahmati et al. 2013b).
Reproducing observations of galaxies and the gas in clusters of
galaxies has proven to be more difficult than matching observations
of the low-density IGM, but several groups have now independently
succeeded in producing disc galaxies with more realistic sizes and
masses (e.g. Governato et al. 2004, 2010; Okamoto et al. 2005;
Agertz, Teyssier & Moore 2011; Guedes et al. 2011; Brook et al.
2012; McCarthy et al. 2012; Aumer et al. 2013; Munshi et al. 2013;
Stinson et al. 2013; Vogelsberger et al. 2013, 2014b; Hopkins et al.
2014; Marinacci, Pakmor & Springel 2014). For the thermodynamic
properties of groups and clusters of galaxies the progress has also
been rapid (e.g. Puchwein, Sijacki & Springel 2008; Fabjan et al.
2010; McCarthy et al. 2010; Le Brun et al. 2014). The improvement
in the realism of the simulated galaxies has been accompanied by
better agreement between simulations and observations of the met-
als in circumgalactic and intergalactic gas (e.g. Oppenheimer et al.
2012; Stinson et al. 2012), which suggests that a more appropriate
description of galactic winds may have been responsible for much
of the progress.
Indeed, the key to the increase in the realism of the simulated
galaxies has been the use of subgrid models for feedback from star
formation that are more effective in generating galactic winds and,
at the high-mass end, the inclusion of subgrid models for feedback
from active galactic nuclei (AGN). The improvement in the resolu-
tion afforded by increases in computing power and code efficiency
has also been important, but perhaps mostly because higher resolu-
tion has helped to make the implemented feedback more efficient by
reducing spurious, numerical radiative losses. Improvements in the
numerical techniques to solve the hydrodynamics have also been
made (e.g. Price 2008; Read, Hayfield & Agertz 2010; Springel
2010; Hopkins 2013; Saitoh & Makino 2013) and may even be
critical for particular applications (e.g. Agertz et al. 2007; Bauer &
Springel 2012), but overall their effect appears to be small compared
to reasonable variations in subgrid models for feedback processes
(Scannapieco et al. 2012).
Here we present the EAGLE project,1 which stands for Evolution
and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environments. EAGLE con-
sists of a suite of cosmological, hydrodynamical simulations of a
standard ! cold dark matter universe. The main models were run in
volumes of 25 to 100 comoving Mpc (cMpc) on a side and employ
a resolution that is sufficient to marginally resolve the Jeans scales
in the warm (T ∼ 104 K) interstellar medium (ISM). The simula-
tions use state-of-the-art numerical techniques and subgrid models
for radiative cooling, star formation, stellar mass-loss and metal
enrichment, energy feedback from star formation, gas accretion on
to, and mergers of, supermassive black holes (BHs), and AGN feed-
back. The efficiency of the stellar feedback and the BH accretion
were calibrated to broadly match the observed z ∼ 0 galaxy stellar
mass function (GSMF) subject to the constraint that the galaxy sizes
must also be reasonable, while the efficiency of the AGN feedback
was calibrated to the observed relation between stellar mass and
BH mass. The goal was to reproduce these observables using, in
our opinion, simpler and more natural prescriptions for feedback
than used in previous work with similar objectives.
By ‘simpler’ and ‘more natural’, which are obviously subjective
terms, we mean the following. Apart from stellar mass-loss, we em-
ploy only one type of stellar feedback, which captures the collective
effects of processes such as stellar winds, radiation pressure on dust
grains, and supernovae. These and other feedback mechanisms are
often implemented individually, but we believe they cannot be prop-
erly distinguished at the resolution of 102–103 pc that is currently
typical for simulations that sample a representative volume of the
universe. Similarly, we employ only one type of AGN feedback
(as opposed to e.g. both a ‘radio’ and ‘quasar’ mode). Contrary
1 EAGLE is a project of the Virgo consortium for cosmological supercom-
puter simulations.
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to most previous work, stellar (and AGN) feedback is injected in
thermal form without turning off radiative cooling and without turn-
ing off hydrodynamical forces. Hence, galactic winds are generated
without specifying a wind direction, velocity, mass loading factor,
or metal mass loading factor. We also do not need to boost the BH
Bondi–Hoyle accretion rates by an ad hoc factor. Finally, the amount
of feedback energy (and momentum) that is injected per unit stellar
mass depends on local gas properties rather than on non-local or
non-baryonic properties such as the dark matter velocity dispersion
or halo mass.
The EAGLE suite includes many simulations that will be pre-
sented elsewhere. It includes higher resolution simulations that
zoom into individual galaxies or galaxy groups (e.g. Sawala et al.
2014a). It also includes variations in the numerical techniques
(Schaller et al., in preparation) and in the subgrid models (Crain
et al., in preparation) that can be used to test the robustness of the
predictions and to isolate the effects of individual processes.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with a
discussion of the use and pitfalls of cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations in light of the critical role played by subgrid processes.
We focus in particular on the implications for the interpretation and
the predictive power of the simulations, and the role of numerical
convergence. In Section 3 we describe the simulations and our defi-
nition of a galaxy. This section also briefly discusses the numerical
techniques and subgrid physics. The subgrid models are discussed
in depth in Section 4; readers not interested in the details may wish
to skip this section. In Section 5 we show the results for observ-
ables that were considered in the calibration of the subgrid models,
namely the z ∼ 0 GSMF, the related relation between stellar mass
and halo mass, galaxy sizes, and the relations between BH mass
and stellar mass. We also consider the importance of the choice of
aperture used to measure stellar masses and investigate both weak
and strong convergence (terms that are defined in Section 2). In
Section 6 we present a diverse and representative set of predictions
that were not used for the calibration, including specific star forma-
tion rates (SSFR) and passive fractions, the Tully–Fisher relation,
the mass–metallicity relations, various properties of the intraclus-
ter medium, and the column density distributions of intergalactic
metals. All results presented here are for z ∼ 0. We defer an inves-
tigation of the evolution to Furlong et al. (2014) and other future
papers. We summarize and discuss our conclusions in Section 7. Fi-
nally, our implementation of the hydrodynamics and our method for
generating the initial conditions are summarized in Appendices A
and B, respectively.
2 IM P L I C AT I O N S O F TH E C R I T I C A L RO L E
O F S U B G R I D M O D E L S F O R F E E D BAC K
In this section we discuss what, in our view, the consequences of
our reliance on subgrid models for feedback are for the predictive
power of the simulations (Section 2.1) and for the role of numerical
convergence (Section 2.2).
2.1 The need for calibration
Because the recent improvement in the match between simulated
and observed galaxies can, for the most part, be attributed to the
implementation of more effective subgrid models for feedback,
the success of the hydrodynamical simulations is subject to two
important caveats that are more commonly associated with semi-
analytic models.
First, while it is clear that effective feedback is required, the simu-
lations can only provide limited insight into the nature and source of
the feedback processes. For example, suppose that the implemented
subgrid model for supernovae is too inefficient because, for numer-
ical reasons, too much of the energy is radiated away, too much of
the momentum cancels out, or the energy/momentum is coupled to
the gas at the wrong scale. If we were unaware of such numeri-
cal problems, then we might erroneously conclude that additional
feedback processes such as radiation pressure are required. The
converse is, of course, also possible: the implemented feedback can
also be too efficient, for example because the subgrid model under-
estimates the actual radiative losses. The risk of misinterpretation is
real, because it can be shown that many simulations underestimate
the effectiveness of feedback due to excessive radiative losses (e.g.
Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012), which themselves are caused by a
lack of resolution and insufficiently realistic modelling of the ISM.
Secondly, the ab initio predictive power of the simulations is
currently limited when it comes to the properties of galaxies. If
the efficiency of the feedback processes depends on subgrid pre-
scriptions that may not be good approximations to the outcome of
unresolved processes, or if the outcome depends on resolution, then
the true efficiencies cannot be predicted from first principles. Note
that the use of subgrid models does not in itself remove predictive
power. If the physical processes that operate below the resolution
limit and their connection with the physical conditions on larger
scales are fully understood and can be modelled or observed, then
it may be possible to create a subgrid model that is sufficiently re-
alistic to retain full predictive power. However, this is currently not
the case for feedback from star formation and AGN. As we shall
explain below, this implies that simulations that appeal to a subgrid
prescription for the generation of outflows are unable to predict the
stellar masses of galaxies. Similarly, for galaxies whose evolution
is controlled by AGN feedback, such simulations cannot predict the
masses of their central BHs.
To illustrate this, it is helpful to consider a simple model. Let
us assume that galaxy evolution is self-regulated, in the sense that
galaxies tend to evolve towards a quasi-equilibrium state in which
the gas outflow rate balances the difference between the gas inflow
rate and the rate at which gas is locked up in stars and BHs. The mean
rate of inflow (e.g. in the form of cold streams) evolves with redshift
and tracks the accretion rate of dark matter on to haloes, which is
determined by the cosmological initial conditions. For simplicity,
let us further assume that the outflow rate is large compared to
the rate at which the gas is locked up. Although our conclusions
do not depend on the validity of this last assumption, it simplifies
the arguments because it implies that the outflow rate balances
the inflow rate, when averaged over appropriate length and time-
scales. Note that the observed low efficiency of galaxy formation
(see Fig. 8 in Section 5.2) suggests that this may actually be a
reasonable approximation, particularly for low-mass galaxies.
This toy model is obviously incorrect in detail. For example,
it ignores the re-accretion of matter ejected by winds, the recy-
cling of stellar mass-loss, and the interaction of outflows and in-
flows. However, recent numerical experiments and analytic models
provide some support for the general idea (e.g. Finlator & Dave´
2008; Booth & Schaye 2010; Schaye et al. 2010; Dave´, Finlator &
Oppenheimer 2012; Altay et al. 2013; Dekel et al. 2013; Feldmann
2013; Haas et al. 2013a,b; Lilly et al. 2013; Sa´nchez Almeida et al.
2014). This idea in itself is certainly not new and follows from the
existence of a feedback loop (e.g. White & Frenk 1991), as can be
seen as follows. If the inflow rate exceeds the outflow rate, then
the gas fraction will increase and this will in turn increase the star
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formation rate (and/or, on a smaller scale, the BH accretion rate)
and hence also the outflow rate. If, on the other hand, the outflow
rate exceeds the inflow rate, then the gas fraction will decrease and
this will in turn decrease the star formation rate (and/or the BH
accretion rate) and hence also the outflow rate.
In this self-regulated picture of galaxy evolution the outflow rate
is determined by the inflow rate. Hence, the outflow rate is not deter-
mined by the efficiency of the implemented feedback. Therefore, if
the outflow is driven by feedback from star formation, then the star
formation rate will adjust until the outflow rate balances the inflow
rate, irrespective of the (non-zero) feedback efficiency. However,
the star formation rate for which this balance is achieved, and hence
also ultimately the stellar mass, do depend on the efficiency of the
implemented feedback. If the true feedback efficiency cannot be
predicted, then neither can the stellar mass. Similarly, if the outflow
rate is driven by AGN feedback, then the BH accretion rate will
adjust until the outflow rate balances the inflow rate (again aver-
aged over appropriate length and time-scales). The BH accretion
rate, and hence the BH mass, for which this balance is achieved
depend on the efficiency of the implemented feedback, which has
to be assumed. According to this toy model, which appears to be
a reasonable description of the evolution of simulated galaxies,
the stellar and BH masses are thus determined by the efficiencies
of the (subgrid) implementations for stellar and AGN feedback,
respectively.
The simulations therefore need to be calibrated to produce the
correct stellar and BH masses. Moreover, if the true efficiency varies
systematically with the physical conditions on a scale resolved by
the simulations, then the implemented subgrid efficiency would also
have to be a function of the local physical conditions in order to
produce the correct mass functions of galaxies and BHs.
A similar story applies to the gas fractions of galaxies or, more
precisely, for the amount of gas above the assumed star formation
threshold, even if the simulations have been calibrated to produce
the correct GSMF. We can see this as follows. If the outflow rate is
determined by the inflow rate, then it is not determined by the as-
sumed subgrid star formation law. Hence, if we modify the star for-
mation law,2 then the mean outflow rate should remain unchanged.
And if the outflow rate remains unchanged, then so must the star
formation rate because for a fixed feedback efficiency the star for-
mation rate will adjust to the rate required for outflows to balance
inflows. If the star formation rate is independent of the star forma-
tion law, then the galaxies must adjust the amount of star-forming
gas that they contain when the star formation law is changed.
Hence, to predict the correct amount of star-forming gas, we
need to calibrate the subgrid model for star formation to the ob-
served star formation law. Fortunately, the star formation law is
relatively well-characterized observationally on the ∼102–103 pc
scales resolved by large-volume simulations, although there are im-
portant unanswered questions, e.g. regarding the dependence on
metallicity. Ultimately, the star formation law must be predicted
by simulations and will probably depend on the true efficiency of
feedback processes within the ISM, but resolving such processes is
not yet possible in simulations of cosmological volumes.
It is not obvious how the efficiency of feedback from star for-
mation should be calibrated. We could choose to calibrate to obser-
vations of outflow rates relative to star formation rates. However,
those outflow rates are highly uncertain and may be affected by
2 The argument breaks down if the gas consumption time-scale becomes
longer than the Hubble time.
AGN feedback. It is also unclear on what scale the outflow rate
should be calibrated. In addition, the outflow velocity and the wind
mass loading may be individually important. Moreover, unless the
interaction of the wind with the circumgalactic medium (CGM) is
modelled correctly and resolved, obtaining a correct outflow rate
on the scale used for the calibration does not necessarily imply that
it is also correct for the other scales that matter.
We choose to calibrate the feedback efficiency using the observed
present-day GSMF, as is also common practice for semi-analytic
models. We do this mostly because it is relatively well-constrained
observationally and because obtaining the correct stellar mass–halo
mass relation, and hence the correct GSMF if the cosmological ini-
tial conditions are known, is a pre-condition for many applications
of cosmological simulations. For example, the physical properties
of the CGM are likely sensitive to the halo mass, but because halo
mass is difficult to measure, observations and simulations of the
CGM are typically compared for galaxies of the same stellar mass.
One may wonder what the point of hydrodynamical simulations
(or, indeed, semi-analytic models) is if they cannot predict stellar
masses or BH masses. This is a valid question for which there are
several answers. One is that the simulations can still make predic-
tions for observables that were not used for the calibration, and
we will present such predictions in Section 6 and in subsequent
papers. However, which observables are unrelated is not always
unambiguous. One way to proceed, and an excellent way to learn
about the physics of galaxy formation, is to run multiple simula-
tions with varying subgrid models. It is particularly useful to have
multiple prescriptions calibrated to the same observables. EAGLE
comprises many variations, including several that reproduce the
z ∼ 0 GSMF through different means (Crain et al., in preparation).
A second answer is that making good use of simulations of
galaxy formation does not necessarily mean making quantitative
predictions for observables of the galaxy population. We can use
the simulations to gain insight into physical processes, to explore
possible scenarios, and to make qualitative predictions. How does
gas get into galaxies? What factors control the size of galaxies?
What is the origin of scatter in galaxy scaling relations? What is the
potential effect of outflows on cosmology using weak gravitational
lensing or the Lyα forest? The list of interesting questions is nearly
endless.
A third answer is that cosmological, hydrodynamical simulations
can make robust, quantitative predictions for more diffuse compo-
nents, such as the low-density IGM and perhaps the outer parts of
clusters of galaxies.
A fourth answer is that calibrated simulations can be useful to
guide the interpretation and planning of observations, as the use
of semi-analytic and halo models has clearly demonstrated. In this
respect hydrodynamical simulations can provide more detailed in-
formation on both the galaxies and their gaseous environments.
2.2 Numerical convergence
The need to calibrate the efficiency of the feedback and the associ-
ated limits on the predictive power of the simulations call the role
of numerical convergence into question. The conventional point of
view is that subgrid models should be designed to yield numerically
converged predictions. Convergence is clearly a necessary condition
for predictive power. However, we have just concluded that current
simulations cannot, in any case, make ab initio predictions for some
of the most fundamental observables of the galaxy population.
While it is obvious that we should demand convergence for pre-
dictions that are relatively robust to the choice of subgrid model,
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e.g. the statistics of the Lyα forest, it is less obvious that the same
is required for observables that depend strongly and directly on
the efficiency of the subgrid feedback. One could argue that, in-
stead, we only need convergence after re-calibration of the subgrid
model. We will call this ‘weak convergence’, as opposed to the
‘strong convergence’ that is obtained if the results do not change
with resolution when the model is held fixed.
If only weak convergence is required, then the demands placed
on the subgrid model are much reduced, which has two advantages
as follows.
First, we can take better advantage of increases in resolution. The
subgrid scale can now move along with the resolution limit, so we
can potentially model the physics more faithfully if we adopt higher
resolution.
A second advantage of demanding only weak convergence is that
we do not have to make the sacrifices that are required to improve the
strong convergence and that might have undesirable consequences.
We will provide three examples of compromises that are commonly
made.
Simulations that sample a representative volume currently lack
the resolution and the physics to predict the radiative losses to
which outflows are subject within the ISM. Strong convergence
can nevertheless be achieved if these losses are somehow removed
altogether, for example, by temporarily turning off radiative cooling
and calibrating the criterion for switching it back on (e.g. Gerritsen
1997; Stinson et al. 2006). However, it is then unclear for which gas
the cooling should be switched off. Only the gas elements into which
the subgrid feedback was directly injected? Or also the surrounding
gas that is subsequently shock heated?
Other ways to circumvent radiative losses in the ISM are to
generate the outflow outside the galaxy or to turn off the hydrody-
namic interaction between the wind and the ISM (e.g. Springel &
Hernquist 2003; Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2006; Oppenheimer et al.
2010; Puchwein & Springel 2013; Vogelsberger et al. 2013, 2014b).
This is a valid choice, but one that eliminates the possibility of cap-
turing any aspect of the feedback other than mass-loss, such as
puffing up of discs, blowing holes, driving turbulence, collimating
outflows, ejecting gas clouds, generating small-scale galactic foun-
tains, etc. Furthermore, it necessarily introduces new parameters
that control where the outflow is generated and when the hydro-
dynamics is turned back on. These parameters may directly affect
results of interest, including the state of gas around galaxies, and
may also re-introduce resolution effects. A potential solution to this
problem is to never re-couple and hence to evaluate all wind inter-
actions using a subgrid model, even outside the galaxies, as is done
in semi-analytic models.
However, bypassing radiative losses in the ISM is not by itself
sufficient to achieve strong convergence. In addition, the feedback
must not depend on physical conditions in the ISM since those
are unlikely to be converged. Instead, one can make the feedback
depend on properties defined by the dark matter, such as its lo-
cal velocity dispersion or halo mass (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´
2006; Okamoto et al. 2010; Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Puchwein &
Springel 2013; Vogelsberger et al. 2013, 2014b), which are
generally better converged than the properties of the gas. As was
the case for turning off cooling or hydrodynamic forces, this choice
makes the simulations less ‘hydrodynamical’, moving them in the
direction of more phenomenological approaches, and it also intro-
duces new problems. How do we treat satellite galaxies given that
their subhalo mass and dark matter velocity dispersion are affected
by the host halo? Or worse, what about star clusters or tidal dwarf
galaxies that are not hosted by dark matter haloes?
In practice, however, the distinction between weak and strong
convergence is often unclear. One may surmise that keeping the
physical model fixed is equivalent to keeping the code and subgrid
parameters fixed (apart from the numerical parameters controlling
the resolution), but this is not necessarily the case because of the
reliance on subgrid prescriptions and the inability to resolve the
first generations of stars and BHs. For typical subgrid prescriptions,
the energy, the mass, and the momentum involved in individual
feedback events, and the number or intermittency of feedback events
do not all remain fixed when the resolution is changed. Any such
changes could affect the efficiency of the feedback. Consider, for
example, a star-forming region and assume that feedback energy
from young stars is distributed locally at every time step. If the
resolution is increased, then the time step and the particle mass will
become smaller. If the total star formation rate remains the same,
then the feedback energy that is injected per time step will be smaller
because of the decrease in the time step. If the gas mass also remains
the same, then the temperature increase per time step will be smaller.
A lower post-feedback temperature often leads to larger thermal
losses. If, instead, the subgrid model specifies the temperature jump
(or wind velocity), then the post-feedback temperature will remain
the same when the resolution is increased, but the number of heating
events will increase because the same amount of feedback energy
has to be distributed over lower mass particles. There is no guarantee
that more frequent, lower energy events drive the same outflows as
less frequent, higher energy events.
Moreover, for cosmological initial conditions, higher resolution
implies resolving smaller haloes, and hence tracing the progenitors
of present-day galaxies to higher redshifts. If these progenitors drive
winds, then this may impact the subsequent evolution.
In Section 5.1 we investigate both the weak and strong conver-
gence of our simulations, focusing on the GSMF. We test the weak
convergence for a wide variety of predictions in Sections 5 and 6.
3 SI M U L ATI O N S
EAGLE was run using a modified version of the N-Body Tree-PM
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code GADGET 3, which was
last described in Springel (2005). The main modifications are the
formulation of SPH, the time stepping and, most importantly, the
subgrid physics.
The subgrid physics used in EAGLE is based on that developed
for OWLS (Schaye et al. 2010), and used also in GIMIC (Crain
et al. 2009) and COSMO-OWLS (Le Brun et al. 2014). We in-
clude element-by-element radiative cooling for 11 elements, star
formation, stellar mass-loss, energy feedback from star formation,
gas accretion on to and mergers of supermassive BHs, and AGN
feedback. As we will detail in Section 4, we made a number of
changes with respect to OWLS. The most important changes con-
cern the implementations of energy feedback from star formation
(which is now thermal rather than kinetic), the accretion of gas on
to BHs (which now accounts for angular momentum), and the star
formation law (which now depends on metallicity).
In the simulations presented here the amount of feedback energy
that is injected per unit stellar mass decreases with the metallicity
and increases with the gas density. It is bounded between one third
and three times the energy provided by supernovae and, on aver-
age, it is about equal to that amount. The metallicity dependence
is motivated by the fact that we expect greater (unresolved) ther-
mal losses when the metallicity exceeds ∼10−1 Z⊙, the value for
which metal-line cooling becomes important. The density depen-
dence compensates for spurious, numerical radiative losses which,
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Table 1. The cosmological parameters used for the EAGLE
simulations: $m, $!, and $b are the average densities of
matter, dark energy, and baryonic matter in units of the critical
density at redshift zero; H0 is the Hubble parameter, σ 8 is the
square root of the linear variance of the matter distribution
when smoothed with a top-hat filter of radius 8h−1 cMpc,
ns is the scalar power-law index of the power spectrum of
primordial adiabatic perturbations, and Y is the primordial
abundance of helium.
Cosmological parameter Value
$m 0.307
$! 0.693
$b 0.048 25
h ≡ H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) 0.6777
σ 8 0.8288
ns 0.9611
Y 0.248
as expected, are still present at our resolution even though they are
greatly reduced by the use of the stochastic prescription of Dalla
Vecchia & Schaye (2012). The simulations were calibrated against
observational data by running a series of high-resolution 12.5 cMpc
and intermediate-resolution 25 cMpc test runs with somewhat dif-
ferent dependences on metallicity and particularly density. From the
models that predicted reasonable physical sizes for disc galaxies,
we selected the one that best fits the z ∼ 0 GSMF. For more details
on the subgrid model for energy feedback from star formation we
refer the reader to Section 4.5.
As described in more detail in Appendix A, we make use of
the conservative pressure-entropy formulation of SPH derived by
Hopkins (2013), the artificial viscosity switch from Cullen &
Dehnen (2010), an artificial conduction switch similar to that of
Price (2008), the C2 Wendland (1995) kernel and the time-step
limiters of Durier & Dalla Vecchia (2012). We will refer to these
numerical methods collectively as ‘ANARCHY’. ANARCHY will be de-
scribed in more detail by Dalla Vecchia (in preparation), who also
demonstrates its good performance on standard hydrodynamical
tests (see Hu et al. 2014 for tests of a similar set of methods).
In Schaller et al. (in preparation) we will show the relevance of
the new hydrodynamical techniques and time-stepping scheme for
the results of the EAGLE simulations. Although the ANARCHY im-
plementation yields dramatic improvements in the performance of
some standard hydrodynamical tests as compared to the original
implementation of the hydrodynamics in GADGET 3, we generally
find that the impact on the results of the cosmological simulations
is small compared to those resulting from reasonable variations in
the subgrid physics (see also Scannapieco et al. 2012).
The values of the cosmological parameters used for the EAGLE
simulations are taken from the most recent Planck results (Planck
Collaboration I 2013, table 9) and are listed in Table 1. A transfer
function with these parameters was generated using CAMB (ver-
sion Jan_12; Lewis, Challinor & Lasenby 2000). The linear matter
power spectrum was generated by multiplying a power-law primor-
dial power spectrum with an index of ns = 0.9611 by the square
of the dark matter transfer function evaluated at redshift zero.3 Par-
ticles arranged in a glass-like initial configuration were displaced
according to second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory (2lpt)
3 The CAMB input parameter file and the linear power spectrum are available
at http://eagle.strw.leidenuniv.nl/
using the method of Jenkins (2010) and the public Gaussian white
noise field Panphasia (Jenkins 2013; Jenkins & Booth 2013). The
methods used to generate the initial conditions are described in
detail in Appendix B.
Table 2 lists box sizes and resolutions of the main EAGLE simu-
lations. All simulations were run to redshift z= 0. Note that contrary
to convention, box sizes, particles masses and gravitational soften-
ing lengths are not quoted in units of h−1. The gravitational softening
was kept fixed in comoving units down to z= 2.8 and in proper units
thereafter. We will refer to simulations with the same mass and spa-
tial resolution as L100N1504 as intermediate-resolution runs and
to simulations with the same resolution as L025N0752 as high-
resolution runs.
Particle properties were recorded for 29 snapshots between red-
shifts 20 and 0. In addition, we saved a reduced set of particle
properties (‘snipshots’) at 400 redshifts between 20 and 0. The
largest simulation, L100N1504, took about 4.5 M CPU hours to
reach z = 0 on a machine with 32 TB of memory, with the EA-
GLE subgrid physics typically taking less than 25 per cent of the
CPU time.
The resolution of EAGLE suffices to marginally resolve
the Jeans scales in the warm ISM. The Jeans mass and
length for a cloud with gas fraction, fg, are, respectively,
MJ ≈ 1× 107 M⊙ f 3/2g (nH/10−1 cm−3)−1/2(T /104 K)3/2 andLJ ≈
2 kpcf 1/2g (nH/10−1 cm−3)−1/2(T /104 K)1/2, where nH and T are the
total hydrogen number density and the temperature, respectively.
These Jeans scales can be compared to the gas particle masses and
maximum proper gravitational softening lengths listed in columns
4 and 7 of Table 2.
Simulations with the same subgrid physics and numerical tech-
niques as used for L100N1504 were carried out for all box sizes
(12.5–100 cMpc) and particles numbers (1883–15043). We will re-
fer to this physical model as the reference model and will in-
dicate the corresponding simulations with the prefix ‘Ref-’ (e.g.
Ref-L100N1504). As detailed in Section 4, we re-ran the high-
resolution simulations with re-calibrated parameter values for the
subgrid stellar and AGN feedback to improve the match to the ob-
served z ∼ 0 GSMF. We will use the prefix ‘Recal-’ when referring
to the simulations with this alternative set of subgrid parameters
(e.g. Recal-L025N0752). Note that in terms of weak convergence,
Ref-L100N1504 is more similar to model Recal-L025N0752 than
to model Ref-L025N0752 (see Section 2.2 for a discussion of weak
and strong convergence). In addition, we repeated the L050N0752
run with adjusted AGN parameters in order to further improve the
agreement with observations for high-mass galaxies. We will refer
to this model with the prefix ‘AGNdT9’. Table 3 summarizes the
values of the four subgrid parameters that vary between the mod-
els presented here. Crain et al. (in preparation) and Schaller et al.
(in preparation) will present the remaining EAGLE simulations,
which concern variations in the subgrid physics and the numerical
techniques, respectively. Finally, Sawala et al. (2014a) present very
high resolution zoomed simulations of Local Group like systems run
with the EAGLE code and a physical model that is nearly identical
to the one used for the Ref-L100N1504 model described here.
Fig. 1 illustrates the large dynamic range of EAGLE. It shows the
large-scale gas distribution in a thick slice through the z = 0 output
of the Ref-L100N1504 run, colour-coded by the gas temperature.
The insets zoom in on an individual galaxy. The first zoom shows
the gas, but the last zoom shows the stellar light after accounting
for dust extinction. This image was created using three monochro-
matic radiative transfer simulations with the code SKIRT (Baes et al.
2011) at the effective wavelengths of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
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Table 2. Box sizes and resolutions of the main EAGLE simulations. From left to right the
columns show: simulation name suffix; comoving box size; number of dark matter particles
(there is initially an equal number of baryonic particles); initial baryonic particle mass;
dark matter particle mass; comoving, Plummer-equivalent gravitational softening length; and
maximum proper softening length.
Name L N mg mdm ϵcom ϵprop
(cMpc) (M⊙) (M⊙) (comoving kpc) (pkpc)
L025N0376 25 3763 1.81 × 106 9.70 × 106 2.66 0.70
L025N0752 25 7523 2.26 × 105 1.21 × 106 1.33 0.35
L050N0752 50 7523 1.81 × 106 9.70 × 106 2.66 0.70
L100N1504 100 15043 1.81 × 106 9.70 × 106 2.66 0.70
Table 3. Values of the subgrid parameters that vary be-
tween the models presented here. The parameters nH, 0
and nn control, respectively, the characteristic density
and the power-law slope of the density dependence of
the energy feedback from star formation (see equation 7
in Section 4.5.1). The parameter Cvisc controls the sensi-
tivity of the BH accretion rate to the angular momentum
of the gas (see equation 9 in Section 4.6.2) and'TAGN is
the temperature increase of the gas during AGN feedback
(see Section 4.6.4).
Prefix nH, 0 nn Cvisc 'TAGN
(cm−3) (K)
Ref 0.67 2/ln 10 2π 108.5
Recal 0.25 1/ln 10 2π× 103 109
AGNdT9 0.67 2/ln 10 2π× 102 109
(SDSS) u, g and r filters. Dust extinction is implemented using the
metal distribution predicted by the simulations and assuming that
30 per cent of the metal mass is locked up in dust grains. Only mate-
rial within a spherical aperture with a radius of 30 proper kpc (pkpc)
is included in the radiative transfer calculation. More examples of
SKIRT images of galaxies are shown in Fig. 2, in the form of a Hub-
ble sequence. This figure illustrates the wide range of morphologies
present in EAGLE. Note that Vogelsberger et al. (2014a) showed a
similar figure for their Illustris simulation. In future work we will
investigate how morphology correlates with other galaxy proper-
ties. More images, as well as videos, can be found on the EAGLE
web sites at Leiden, http://eagle.strw.leidenuniv.nl/, and Durham,
http://icc.dur.ac.uk/Eagle/.
We define galaxies as gravitationally bound subhaloes identified
by the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009).
The procedure consists of three main steps. First, we find haloes
by running the friends-of-friends (FoF; Davis et al. 1985) algo-
rithm on the dark matter particles with linking length 0.2 times the
mean interparticle separation. Gas and star particles are assigned
to the same, if any, FoF halo as their nearest dark matter particles.
Secondly, SUBFIND defines substructure candidates by identifying
overdense regions within the FoF halo that are bounded by saddle
points in the density distribution. Note that whereas FoF considers
only dark matter particles, SUBFIND uses all particle types within
the FoF halo. Thirdly, particles that are not gravitationally bound
to the substructure are removed and the resulting substructures are
referred to as subhaloes. Finally, we merged subhaloes separated
by less than the minimum of 3 pkpc and the stellar half-mass ra-
dius. This last step removes a very small number of very low mass
subhaloes whose mass is dominated by a single particle such as a
supermassive BH.
For each FoF halo we define the subhalo that contains the particle
with the lowest value of the gravitational potential to be the central
galaxy while any remaining subhaloes are classified as satellite
galaxies. The position of each galaxy is defined to be the location
of the particle belonging to the subhalo for which the gravitational
potential is minimum.
The stellar mass of a galaxy is defined to be the sum of the
masses of all star particles that belong to the corresponding subhalo
and that are within a 3D aperture with radius 30 pkpc. Unless stated
otherwise, other galaxy properties, such as the star formation rate,
metallicity, and half-mass radius, are also computed using only
particles within the 3D aperture. In Section 5.1.1 we show that
this aperture gives a nearly identical GSMF as the 2D Petrosian
apertures that are frequently used in observational studies.
We find the effect of the aperture to be negligible for
M∗ < 1011 M⊙ for all galaxy properties that we consider. How-
ever, for more massive galaxies the aperture reduces the stellar
masses somewhat by cutting out intracluster light (ICL). For exam-
ple, at a stellar mass M∗ = 1011 M⊙ as measured using a 30 pkpc
aperture, the median subhalo stellar mass is 0.1 dex higher (see Sec-
tion 5.1.1 for the effect on the GSMF). Without the aperture, metal-
licities are slightly lower and half-mass radii are slightly larger for
M∗> 1011 M⊙, but the effect on the star formation rate is negligible.
4 SU B G R I D P H Y S I C S
In this section we provide a thorough description and motivation for
the subgrid physics implemented in EAGLE: radiative cooling (Sec-
tion 4.1), reionization (Section 4.2), star formation (Section 4.3),
stellar mass-loss and metal enrichment (Section 4.4), energy feed-
back from star formation (Section 4.5), and supermassive BHs and
AGN feedback (Section 4.6). These subsections can be read sepa-
rately. Readers who are mainly interested in the results may skip
this section.
4.1 Radiative cooling
Radiative cooling and photoheating are implemented element by
element following Wiersma, Schaye & Smith (2009a), including all
11 elements that they found to be important: H, He, C, N, O, Ne,
Mg, Si, S, Ca, and Fe. Wiersma et al. (2009a) used CLOUDY version4
07.02 (Ferland et al. 1998) to tabulate the rates as a function of
density, temperature, and redshift assuming the gas to be in ioniza-
tion equilibrium and exposed to the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) and the Haardt & Madau (2001) model for the evolving
UV/X-ray background from galaxies and quasars. By computing
4 Note that OWLS used tables based on version 05.07.
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Figure 1. A 100 × 100 × 20 cMpc slice through the Ref-L100N1504 simulation at z = 0. The intensity shows the gas density while the colour encodes the
gas temperature using different colour channels for gas with T < 104.5 K (blue), 104.5 K < T < 105.5 K (green), and T > 105.5 K (red). The insets show regions
of 10 cMpc and 60 ckpc on a side and zoom into an individual galaxy with a stellar mass of 3 × 1010 M⊙. The 60 ckpc image shows the stellar light based on
monochromatic u-, g- and r-band SDSS filter means and accounting for dust extinction. It was created using the radiative transfer code SKIRT (Baes et al. 2011).
the rates element by element, we account not only for variations
in the metallicity, but also for variations in the relative abundances
of the elements.
We caution that our assumption of ionization equilibrium and
the neglect of local sources of ionizing radiation may cause us to
overestimate the cooling rate in certain situations, e.g. in gas that
is cooling rapidly (e.g. Oppenheimer & Schaye 2013a) or that has
recently been exposed to radiation from a local AGN (Oppenheimer
& Schaye 2013b).
We have also chosen to ignore self-shielding, which may cause us
to underestimate the cooling rates in dense gas. While we could have
accounted for this effect, e.g. using the fitting formula of Rahmati
et al. (2013b), we opted against doing so because there are other
complicating factors. Self-shielding is only expected to play a role
for nH > 10−2 cm−3 and T ! 104 K (e.g. Rahmati et al. 2013b),
but at such high densities the radiation from local stellar sources,
which we neglect here, is expected to be at least as important as the
background radiation (e.g. Schaye 2001; Rahmati et al. 2013a).
4.2 Reionization
Hydrogen reionization is implemented by turning on the time-
dependent, spatially uniform ionizing background from Haardt &
Madau (2001). This is done at redshift z= 11.5, consistent with the
optical depth measurements from Planck Collaboration I (2013).
At higher redshifts we use net cooling rates for gas exposed to the
CMB and the photodissociating background obtained by cutting the
z = 9 Haardt & Madau (2001) spectrum above 1 Ryd.
To account for the boost in the photoheating rates during reion-
ization relative to the optically thin rates assumed here, we inject
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Figure 2. Examples of galaxies taken from simulation Ref-L100N1504 illustrating the z = 0 Hubble sequence of galaxy morphologies. The images were
created with the radiative transfer code SKIRT (Baes et al. 2011). They show the stellar light based on monochromatic u-, g- and r-band SDSS filter means and
accounting for dust extinction. Each image is 60 ckpc on a side. For disc galaxies both face-on and edge-on projections are shown. Except for the third elliptical
from the left, which has a stellar mass of 1 × 1011 M⊙, and the merger in the bottom left, which has a total stellar mass of 8 × 1010 M⊙, all galaxies shown
have stellar masses of 5–6 × 1010 M⊙.
2 eV per proton mass. This ensures that the photoionized gas is
quickly heated to ∼104 K. For H this is done instantaneously, but
for He II the extra heat is distributed in redshift with a Gaussian
centred on z = 3.5 of width σ (z) = 0.5. Wiersma et al. (2009b)
showed that this choice results in broad agreement with the thermal
history of the intergalactic gas as measured by Schaye et al. (2000).
4.3 Star formation
Star formation is implemented following Schaye & Dalla
Vecchia (2008), but with the metallicity-dependent density thresh-
old of Schaye (2004) and a different temperature threshold, as de-
tailed below. Contrary to standard practice, we take the star forma-
tion rate to depend on pressure rather than density. As demonstrated
by Schaye & Dalla Vecchia (2008), this has two important advan-
tages. First, under the assumption that the gas is self-gravitating,
we can rewrite the observed Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation law
(Kennicutt 1998), ˙(∗ = A((g/1 M⊙ pc−2)n, as a pressure law:
m˙∗ = mgA
(
1 M⊙ pc−2
)−n ( γ
G
fgP
)(n−1)/2
, (1)
where mg is the gas particle mass, γ = 5/3 is the ratio of specific
heats, G is the gravitational constant, fg is the mass fraction in gas
(assumed to be unity), and P is the total pressure. Hence, the free
parameters A and n are determined by observations of the gas and
star formation rate surface densities of galaxies and no tuning is
necessary. Secondly, if we impose an equation of state, P= Peos(ρ),
then the observed Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation law will still be
reproduced without having to change the star formation parameters.
In contrast, if star formation is implemented using a volume density
rather than a pressure law, then the predicted Kennicutt–Schmidt law
will depend on the thickness of the disc and thus on the equation of
state of the star-forming gas. Hence, in that case the star formation
law not only has to be calibrated, it has to be re-calibrated if the
imposed equation of state is changed. In practice, this is rarely done.
Equation (1) is implemented stochastically. The probability that
a gas particle is converted into a collisionless star particle during a
time step 't is min(m˙∗'t/mg, 1).
We use A= 1.515× 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 and n= 1.4, where we
have decreased the amplitude by a factor of 1.65 relative to the value
used by Kennicutt (1998) because we use a Chabrier rather than a
Salpeter stellar initial mass function (IMF). We increase n to 2 for
nH > 103 cm−3, because there is some evidence for a steepening at
high densities (e.g. Genzel et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011), but this does
not have a significant effect on the results since only ∼1 per cent of
the stars form at such high densities in our simulations.
Star formation is observed to occur in cold (T ≪ 104 K), molec-
ular gas. Because simulations of large cosmological volumes, such
as ours, lack the resolution and the physics to model the cold, in-
terstellar gas phase, it is appropriate to impose a star formation
threshold at the density above which a cold phase is expected to
form. In OWLS we used a constant threshold of n∗H = 10−1 cm−3,
which was motivated by theoretical considerations and yields a
critical gas surface density∼10 M⊙ pc−2 (Schaye 2004; Schaye &
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Dalla Vecchia 2008). The critical volume density, nH = 0.1 cm−3, is
also similar to the value used in other work of comparable resolution
(e.g. Springel & Hernquist 2003; Vogelsberger et al. 2013). Here we
instead use the metallicity-dependent density threshold of Schaye
(2004) as implemented in OWLS model ‘SFTHRESZ’ (equation 4
of Schaye et al. 2010; equations 19 and 24 of Schaye 2004),
n∗H(Z) = 10−1 cm−3
(
Z
0.002
)−0.64
, (2)
where Z is the gas metallicity (i.e. the fraction of the gas mass in
elements heavier than helium). In the code the threshold is evaluated
as a mass density rather than a total hydrogen number density. To
prevent an additional dependence on the hydrogen mass fraction
(beyond that implied by equation 2), we convert nH into a mass
density assuming the initial hydrogen mass fraction, X = 0.752.
Because the Schaye (2004) relation diverges at low metallicities, we
impose an upper limit of n∗H = 10 cm−3. To prevent star formation
in low overdensity gas at very high redshift, we also require the gas
density to exceed 57.7 times the cosmic mean, but the results are
insensitive to this value.
The metallicity dependence accounts for the fact that the tran-
sition from a warm, neutral to a cold, molecular phase occurs at
lower densities and pressures if the metallicity, and hence also the
dust-to-gas ratio, is higher. The phase transition shifts to lower pres-
sures if the metallicity is increased due to the higher formation rate
of molecular hydrogen, the increased cooling due to metals, and
the increased shielding by dust (e.g. Schaye 2001, 2004; Pelupessy,
Papadopoulos & van der Werf 2006; Krumholz, McKee & Tum-
linson 2008; Gnedin, Tassis & Kravtsov 2009; Richings, Schaye &
Oppenheimer 2014). Our metallicity-dependent density threshold
causes the critical gas surface density below which the Kennicutt–
Schmidt law steepens to decrease with increasing metallicity.
Because our simulations do not model the cold gas phase, we
impose a temperature floor, Teos(ρg), corresponding to the equa-
tion of state Peos ∝ ρ4/3g , normalized to5 Teos = 8 × 103 K at
nH = 10−1 cm−3, a temperature that is typical for the warm ISM
(e.g. Richings et al. 2014). The slope of 4/3 guarantees that the
Jeans mass and the ratio of the Jeans length to the SPH kernel are
independent of the density, which prevents spurious fragmentation
due to the finite resolution (Robertson & Kravtsov 2008; Schaye &
Dalla Vecchia 2008). Following Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012),
gas is eligible to form stars if log10T< log10Teos + 0.5 and nH > n∗H,
where n∗H depends on metallicity as specified above.
Because of the existence of a temperature floor, the temperature
of star-forming (i.e. interstellar) gas in the simulation merely reflects
the effective pressure imposed on the unresolved, multiphase ISM,
which may in reality be dominated by turbulent rather than thermal
pressure. If the temperature of this gas needs to be specified, e.g.
when computing neutral hydrogen fractions in post-processing, then
one should assume a value based on physical considerations rather
than use the formal simulation temperatures at face value.
In addition to the minimum pressure corresponding to the equa-
tion of state with slope 4/3, we impose a temperature floor of 8000 K
for densities nH > 10−5 cm−3 in order to prevent very metal-rich
5 For the purpose of imposing temperature floors, Teos(ρg) is converted
into an entropy assuming a fixed mean molecular weight of 1.2285, which
corresponds to an atomic, primordial gas. Other conversions in the code
use the actual mean molecular weight and hydrogen abundance, but we
keep them fixed here to prevent particles with different abundances from
following different effective equations of state.
particles from cooling to temperatures characteristic of cold, inter-
stellar gas. This constant temperature floor was not used in OWLS
and is unimportant for our results. We impose it because we do
not wish to include a cold interstellar phase since we do not model
all the physical processes that are needed to describe it. We only
impose this limit for densities nH > 10−5 cm−3, because we should
not prevent the existence of cold, adiabatically cooled, intergalactic
gas, which our algorithms can model accurately.
4.4 Stellar mass-loss and Type Ia supernovae
Star particles are treated as simple stellar populations (SSPs) with a
Chabrier (2003) IMF in the range 0.1–100 M⊙. The implementation
of stellar mass-loss is based on Wiersma et al. (2009b). At each time
step6 and for each stellar particle, we compute which stellar masses
reach the end of the main-sequence phase using the metallicity-
dependent lifetimes of Portinari, Chiosi & Bressan (1998). The
fraction of the initial particle mass reaching this evolutionary stage
is used, together with the initial elemental abundances, to compute
the mass of each element that is lost through winds from asymp-
totic giant branch (AGB) stars, winds from massive stars, and core
collapse supernovae using the nucleosynthetic yields from Marigo
(2001) and Portinari et al. (1998). The elements H, He, C, N, O,
Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe are tracked individually, while for Ca and S we
assume fixed mass ratios relative to Si of 0.094 and 0.605, respec-
tively (Wiersma et al. 2009b). In addition, we compute the mass
and energy lost through Type Ia supernovae (SNIa).
The mass lost by star particles is distributed among the neigh-
bouring SPH particles using the SPH kernel, but setting the
mass of the gas particles equal to the constant initial value, mg.
Each SPH neighbour k that is separated by a distance rk from
a star particle with smoothing length h then receives a fraction
mg
ρk
W (rk, h)/(i mgρi W (ri , h) of the mass lost during the time step,
where W is the SPH kernel and the sum is over all SPH neighbours.
To speed up the calculation, we use only 48 neighbours for stellar
mass-loss rather than the 58 neighbours used for the SPH.
In Wiersma et al. (2009b) and OWLS we used the current gas
particle masses rather than the constant, initial gas particle mass
when computing the weights. The problem with that approach is
that gas particles that are more massive than their neighbours, due
to having received more mass lost by stars, carry more weight and
therefore become even more massive relative to their neighbours.
We found that this runaway process can cause a very small fraction
of particles to end up with masses that far exceed the initial particle
mass. The fraction of very massive particles is always small, be-
cause massive particles are typically also metal rich and relatively
quickly converted into star particles. Nevertheless, it is still undesir-
able to preferentially direct the lost mass to relatively massive gas
particles. We therefore removed this bias by using the fixed initial
particle mass rather than the current particle mass, effectively tak-
ing the dependence on gas particle mass out of the equation for the
distribution of stellar mass-loss.
We also account for the transfer of momentum and energy as-
sociated with the transfer of mass from star to gas particles. We
6 To reduce the computational cost associated with neighbour finding for
stars, we implement the enrichment every 10 gravitational time steps for star
particles older than 0.1 Gyr; for the high-resolution run, Recal-L025N0752,
this is further reduced to once every 100 time steps for star particles older
than 1 Gyr. We have verified that our results are unaffected by this reduction
in the sampling of stellar mass-loss from older SSPs.
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refer here to the momentum and energy related to the difference in
velocity between the star particle and the receiving gas particles,
in addition to that associated with the mass-loss process itself (e.g.
winds or supernovae). We assume that winds from AGB stars have a
velocity of 10 km s−1 (Bergeat & Chevallier 2005). After adjusting
the velocities of the receiving gas particles to conserve momen-
tum, energy conservation is achieved by adjusting their entropies.
Momentum and energy transfer may, for example, play a role if
the differential velocity between the stellar and gas components is
similar to or greater than the sound speed of the gas, although we
should keep in mind that the change in the mass of a gas particle
during a cooling time is typically small.
As in Wiersma et al. (2009b), the abundances used to evaluate the
radiative cooling rates are computed as the ratio of the mass density
of an element to the total gas density, where both are calculated
using the SPH formalism. Star particles inherit their parent gas par-
ticles’ kernel-smoothed abundances7 and we use those to compute
their lifetimes and yields. The use of SPH-smoothed abundances,
rather than the mass fractions of the elements stored in each particle,
is consistent with the SPH formalism. It helps to alleviate the symp-
toms of the lack of metal mixing that occurs when metals are fixed
to particles. However, as discussed in Wiersma et al. (2009b), it does
not solve the problem that SPH may underestimate metal mixing.
The implementation of diffusion can be used to increase the mixing
(e.g. Greif et al. 2009; Shen, Wadsley & Stinson 2010), but we have
opted not to do this because the effective diffusion coefficients that
are appropriate for the ISM and IGM remain unknown.
The rate of SNIa per unit initial stellar mass is given by
˙NSNIa = ν e
−t/τ
τ
, (3)
where ν is the total number of SNIa per unit initial stellar mass
and exp (−t/τ )/τ is a normalized, empirical delay time distribution
function. We set τ = 2 Gyr and ν = 2 × 10−3 M⊙−1. Fig. 3 shows
that these choices yield broad agreement with the observed evolu-
tion of the SNIa rate density for the intermediate-resolution simula-
tions, although the AGNdT9-L050N0752 may overestimate the rate
by∼30 per cent for lookback times of 4–7 Gyr. The high-resolution
model, Recal-L025N0752, is consistent with the observations at all
times.
At each time step for which the mass-loss is evaluated, star parti-
cles transfer the mass and energy associated with SNIa ejecta to their
neighbours. We use the SNIa yields of the W7 model of Thielemann
et al. (2003). Energy feedback from SNIa is implemented identi-
cally as for prompt stellar feedback using the stochastic thermal
feedback model of Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) summarized in
Section 4.5, using 'T = 107.5 K and 1051 erg per SNIa.
4.5 Energy feedback from star formation
Stars can inject energy and momentum into the ISM through stellar
winds, radiation, and supernovae. These processes are particularly
important for massive and hence short-lived stars. If star formation is
sufficiently vigorous, the associated feedback can drive large-scale
galactic outflows (e.g. Veilleux, Cecil & Bland-Hawthorn 2005).
Cosmological, hydrodynamical simulations have traditionally
struggled to make stellar feedback as efficient as is required to
7 Note that this implies that metal mass is only approximately conserved.
However, Wiersma et al. (2009b) demonstrated that the error in the total
metal mass is negligible even for simulations that are much smaller than
EAGLE.
Figure 3. The evolution of the SNIa rate density. Data points show ob-
servations from SDSS Stripe 82 (Dilday et al. 2010), SDSS-DR7 (Graur
& Maoz 2013), SNLS (Perrett et al. 2012), GOODS (Dahlen, Strolger &
Riess 2008), SDF (Graur et al. 2011), and CLASH (Graur et al. 2014), as
compiled by Graur et al. (2014). Only data classified by Graur et al. (2014)
as the ‘most accurate and precise measurements’ are shown. The 1σ error
bars account for both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The simula-
tions assume that the rate is a convolution of the star formation rate density
with an exponential delay time distribution (equation 3) with e-folding time
τ = 2 Gyr, normalized to yield ν = 2 × 10−3 M⊙−1SNIa per unit stellar
mass when integrated over all time.
match observed galaxy masses, sizes, outflow rates and other data.
If the energy is injected thermally, it tends to be quickly radiated
away rather than to drive a wind (e.g. Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist
1996). This ‘overcooling’ problem is typically attributed to a lack
of numerical resolution. If the simulation does not contain dense,
cold clouds, then the star formation is not sufficiently clumpy and
the feedback energy is distributed too smoothly. Moreover, since in
reality cold clouds contain a large fraction of the mass of the ISM,
in simulations without a cold interstellar phase the density of the
warm, diffuse phase, and hence its cooling rate, is overestimated.
While these factors may well contribute to the problem, Dalla
Vecchia & Schaye (2012, see also Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2008,
Creasey et al. 2011 and Keller et al. 2014) argued that the fact that
the energy is distributed over too much mass may be a more funda-
mental issue. For a standard IMF there is∼1 supernova per 100 M⊙
of SSP mass and, in reality, all the associated mechanical energy is
initially deposited in a few solar masses of ejecta, leading to very
high initial temperatures (e.g. ∼2 × 108 K if 1051 erg is deposited
in 10 M⊙ of gas). In contrast, in SPH simulations that distribute
the energy produced by a star particle over its SPH neighbours,
the ratio of the heated mass to the mass of the SSP will be much
greater than unity. The mismatch in the mass ratio implies that the
maximum temperature of the directly heated gas is far lower than in
reality, and hence that its radiative cooling time is much too short.
Because the mass ratio of SPH to star particles is independent of
resolution, to first order this problem is independent of resolution.
At second order, higher resolution does help, because the thermal
feedback can be effective in generating an outflow if the cooling
time is large compared with the sound-crossing time across a res-
olution element, and the latter decreases with increasing resolution
(but only as m1/3g ).
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Thus, subgrid models are needed to generate galactic winds in
large-volume cosmological simulations. Three types of prescrip-
tions are widely used: injecting energy in kinetic form (e.g. Navarro
& White 1993; Springel & Hernquist 2003; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye
2008; Dubois & Teyssier 2008) often in combination with tem-
porarily disabling hydrodynamical forces acting on wind particles
(e.g. Springel & Hernquist 2003; Okamoto et al. 2005; Oppen-
heimer & Dave´ 2006), temporarily turning off radiative cooling (e.g.
Gerritsen 1997; Stinson et al. 2006), and explicitly decoupling dif-
ferent thermal phases (also within single particles) (e.g. Marri &
White 2003; Scannapieco et al. 2006; Murante et al. 2010; Keller
et al. 2014). Here we follow Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012, see
also Kay, Thomas & Theuns 2003) and opt for a different type
of solution: stochastic thermal feedback. By making the feedback
stochastic, we can control the amount of energy per feedback event
even if we fix the mean energy injected per unit mass of stars
formed. We specify the temperature jump of gas particles receiving
feedback energy, 'T, and use the fraction of the total amount of
energy from core collapse supernovae per unit stellar mass that is
injected on average, fth, to set the probability that an SPH neighbour
of a young star particle is heated. We perform this operation only
once, when the stellar particle has reached the age 3× 107 yr, which
corresponds to the maximum lifetime of stars that explode as core
collapse supernovae.
The value fth = 1 corresponds to an expectation value for the
injected energy of 8.73× 1015 erg g−1 of stellar mass formed, which
corresponds to the energy available from core collapse supernovae
for a Chabrier IMF if we assume 1051 erg per supernova and that
stars with mass 6–100 M⊙ explode (6–8 M⊙ stars explode as
electron capture supernovae in models with convective overshoot;
e.g. Chiosi, Bertelli & Bressan 1992).
If 'T is sufficiently high, then the initial (spurious, numerical)
thermal losses will be small and we can control the overall efficiency
of the feedback using fth. This freedom is justified, because there
will be physical radiative losses in reality that we cannot predict
accurately for the ISM. Moreover, because the true radiative losses
likely depend on the physical conditions, we may choose to vary fth
with the relevant, local properties of the gas.
By considering the ratio of the cooling time to the sound-crossing
time across a resolution element, Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012)
derive the maximum density for which the thermal feedback can be
efficient (their equation 18),
nH,tc ∼ 10 cm−3
(
T
107.5 K
)3/2 (
mg
106 M⊙
)−1/2
, (4)
where T > 'T is the temperature after the energy injection and we
use'T= 107.5 K. This expression assumes that the radiative cooling
rate is dominated by free–free emission and will thus significantly
overestimate the value of nH,tc when line cooling dominates, i.e.
for T ≪ 107 K. In our simulations some stars do, in fact, form in
gas that far exceeds the critical value nH,tc , particularly in massive
galaxies. Although the density of the gas in which the stars inject
their energy will generally be lower than that of the gas from which
the star particle formed, since the star particles move relative to
the gas during the 3 × 107 yr delay between star formation and
feedback, this does mean that for stars forming at high gas densities
the radiative losses may well exceed those that would occur in
a simulation that has the resolution and the physics required to
resolve the small-scale structure of the ISM. As we calibrate the total
amount of energy that is injected per unit stellar mass to achieve
a good match to the observed GSMF, this implies that we may
overestimate the required amount of feedback energy. At the high-
mass end AGN feedback controls the efficiency of galaxy formation
in our simulations. If the radiative losses from stellar feedback are
overestimated, then this could potentially cause us to overestimate
the required efficiency of AGN feedback.
The critical density,nH,tc , increases with the numerical resolution,
but also with the temperature jump, 'T. We could therefore reduce
the initial thermal losses by increasing 'T. However, for a fixed
amount of energy per unit stellar mass, i.e. for a fixed value of fth,
the probability that a particular star particle generates feedback is
inversely proportional to 'T. Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) show
that, for the case of equal mass particles, the expectation value
for the number of heated gas particles per star particle is (their
equation 8)
⟨Nheat⟩ ≈ 1.3fth
(
'T
107.5 K
)−1
(5)
for our Chabrier IMF and only accounting for supernova energy (as-
suming that supernovae associated with stars in the range 6–100 M⊙
each yield 1051 erg). Hence, using 'T ≫ 107.5 K or fth ≪ 1 would
imply that most star particles do not inject any energy from core
collapse supernovae into their surroundings, which may lead to poor
sampling of the feedback cycle. We therefore keep the temperature
jump set to 'T = 107.5 K. Although the stochastic implementation
enables efficient thermal feedback without the need to turn off cool-
ing, the thermal losses are unlikely to be converged with numerical
resolution for simulations such as EAGLE. Hence, re-calibration of
fth may be necessary when the resolution is changed.
4.5.1 Dependence on local gas properties
We expect the true thermal losses in the ISM to increase when
the metallicity becomes sufficiently high for metal-line cooling to
become important. For temperatures of 105 K < T < 107 K this
happens when Z " 10−1 Z⊙ (e.g. Wiersma et al. 2009a). Although
the exact dependence on metallicity cannot be predicted without full
knowledge of the physical conditions in the ISM, we can capture
the expected, qualitative transition from cooling losses dominated
by H and He to losses dominated by metals by making fth a function
of metallicity,
fth = fth,min + fth,max − fth,min
1 +
(
Z
0.1 Z⊙
)nZ , (6)
where Z⊙ = 0.0127 is the solar metallicity and nZ > 0. Note that fth
asymptotes to fth, max and fth, min for Z ≪ 0.1 Z⊙ and Z ≫ 0.1 Z⊙,
respectively.
Since metallicity decreases with redshift at fixed stellar mass,
this physically motivated metallicity dependence tends to make
feedback relatively more efficient at high redshift. As we show in
Crain et al. (in preparation), this leads to good agreement with the
observed, present-day GSMF. In fact, Crain et al. (in preparation)
show that using a constant fth = 1 appears to yield even better
agreement with the low-redshift mass function, but we keep the
metallicity dependence because it is physically motivated: we do
expect larger radiative losses for Z≫ 0.1 Z⊙ than for Z≪ 0.1 Z⊙.
If we were only interested in the GSMF, then equation (6) (or fth = 1)
would suffice. However, we find that pure metallicity dependence
results in galaxies that are too compact, which indicates that the
feedback is too inefficient at high gas densities. As discussed above,
this is not unexpected given the resolution of our simulations. In-
deed, we found that increasing the resolution reduces the problem.
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We therefore found it desirable to compensate for the excessive
initial, thermal losses at high densities by adding a density depen-
dence to fth:
fth = fth,min + fth,max − fth,min
1 +
(
Z
0.1 Z⊙
)nZ (
nH,birth
nH,0
)−nn , (7)
where nH, birth is the density inherited by the star particle, i.e. the
density of its parent gas particle at the time it was converted into
a stellar particle. Hence, fth increases with density at fixed metal-
licity, while still respecting the original asymptotic values. We use
nZ = nn = 2/ln 10. The seemingly unnatural value 2/ln 10 ≈ 0.87
of the exponent is a leftover from an equivalent, but more com-
plicated expression that was originally used in the code. Using the
round number 1 instead of 0.87 would have worked equally well.
We use nH, 0 = 0.67 cm−3, a value that was chosen after compar-
ing a few test simulations to the observed present-day GSMF and
galaxy sizes. The higher resolution simulation Recal-L025N0752
instead uses nH, 0 = 0.25 cm−3 and a power-law exponent for the
density term of −1/ln 10 rather than−2/ln 10 (see Table 3), which
we found gives better agreement with the GSMF. Note that a den-
sity dependence of fth may also have a physical interpretation. For
example, higher mean densities on 102–103 pc scales may result in
more clustered star formation, which may reduce thermal losses.
However, we stress that our primary motivation was to counteract
the excessive thermal losses in the high-density ISM that can be
attributed to our limited resolution.
We use the asymptotic values fth, max = 3 and fth, min = 0.3, where
the high asymptote fth, max is reached at low metallicity and high
density, and vice versa for the low asymptote. As discussed in Crain
et al. (in preparation), where we present variations on the reference
model, the choice of the high asymptote is the more important one.
Using a value of fth, max greater than unity enables us to reproduce
the GSMF down to lower masses.
Values of fth greater than unity can be motivated on physical
grounds by appealing to other sources of energy than supernovae,
e.g. stellar winds, radiation pressure, or cosmic rays, or if super-
novae yield more energy per unit mass than assumed here (e.g. in
case of a top-heavy IMF). However, we believe that a more ap-
propriate motivation is again the need to compensate for the finite
numerical resolution. Galaxies containing few star particles tend to
have too high stellar fractions (e.g. Haas et al. 2013a), which can be
understood as follows. The first generations of stars can only form
once the halo is resolved with a sufficient number of particles to
sample the high-density gas that is eligible to form stars. We do not
have sufficient resolution to resolve the smallest galaxies that are
expected to form in the real Universe. Hence, the progenitors of the
galaxies in the simulations started forming stars, and hence driving
winds, too late. As a consequence, our galaxies start with too high
gas fractions and initially form stars too efficiently. As the galax-
ies grow substantially larger than our resolution limit, this initial
error becomes progressively less important. Using a higher value
of fth, max counteracts this sampling effect as it makes the feedback
from the first generations of stars that form more efficient.
The mean and median values of fth that were used for the feedback
from the stars present at z = 0.1 in Ref-L100N1504 are 1.06 and
0.70, respectively. For Recal-L025N0752 these values are 1.07 and
0.93. Hence, averaged over the entire simulation, the total amount
of energy is similar to that expected from supernovae alone. A more
detailed discussion of the effects of changing the functional form of
fth is presented in Crain et al. (in preparation). In that work we also
present models in which fth is constant or depends on halo mass or
dark matter velocity dispersion.
4.6 Black holes and feedback from AGN
In our simulations feedback from accreting, supermassive BHs
quenches star formation in massive galaxies, shapes the gas pro-
files in the inner parts of their host haloes, and regulates the growth
of the BHs.
Models often make a distinction between ‘quasar’- and ‘radio-
mode’ BH feedback (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006; Si-
jacki et al. 2007), where the former occurs when the BH is accreting
efficiently and comes in the form of a hot, nuclear wind, while the
radio mode operates when the accretion rate is low compared to the
Eddington rate and the energy is injected in the form of relativistic
jets. Because cosmological simulations lack the resolution to prop-
erly distinguish these two feedback modes and because we want to
limit the number of feedback channels to the minimum required to
match the observations of interest, we choose to implement only a
single mode of AGN feedback with a fixed efficiency. The energy is
injected thermally at the location of the BH at a rate that is propor-
tional to the gas accretion rate. Our implementation may therefore
be closest to the process referred to as quasar-mode feedback. For
OWLS we found that this method led to excellent agreement with
both optical and detailed X-ray observations of groups and clusters
(McCarthy et al. 2010, 2011; Le Brun et al. 2014).
Our implementation consists of two parts: (i) prescriptions for
seeding low-mass galaxies with central BHs and for their growth
via gas accretion and merging (we neglect any growth by accretion
of stars and dark matter) and (ii) a prescription for the injection of
feedback energy. Our method for the growth of BHs is based on
the one introduced by Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist (2005b)
and modified by Booth & Schaye (2009) and Rosas-Guevara et al.
(2013), while our method for AGN feedback is close to the one
described in Booth & Schaye (2009). Below we summarize the
main ingredients and discuss the changes to the methods that we
made for EAGLE.
4.6.1 BH seeds
The BHs ending up in galactic centres may have originated from the
direct collapse of (the inner parts of) metal-free dwarf galaxies, from
the remnants of very massive, metal-free stars, or from runaway
collisions of stars and/or stellar mass BHs (see e.g. Kocsis & Loeb
2013 for a recent review). As none of these processes can be resolved
in our simulations, we follow Springel et al. (2005b) and place
BH seeds at the centre of every halo with total mass greater than
1010 M⊙ h−1 that does not already contain a BH. For this purpose,
we regularly run the FoF finder with linking length 0.2 on the dark
matter distribution. This is done at times spaced logarithmically in
the expansion factor a such that 'a= 0.005a. The gas particle with
the highest density is converted into a collisionless BH particle with
subgrid BH mass mBH = 105 M⊙ h−1. The use of a subgrid BH mass
is necessary because the seed BH mass is small compared with the
particle mass, at least for our default resolution. Calculations of BH
properties such as its accretion rate are functions of mBH, whereas
gravitational interactions are computed using the BH particle mass.
When the subgrid BH mass exceeds the particle mass, it is allowed
to stochastically accrete neighbouring SPH particles such that BH
particle and subgrid masses grow in step.
Since the simulations cannot model the dynamical friction acting
on BHs with masses ! mg, we force BHs with mass <100mg to
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migrate towards the position of the minimum of the gravitational
potential in the halo. At each time step the BH is moved to the
location of the particle that has the lowest gravitational potential
of all the neighbouring particles whose velocity relative to the BH
is smaller than 0.25cs, where cs is the speed of sound, and whose
distance is smaller than three gravitational softening lengths. These
two conditions prevent BHs in gas poor haloes from jumping to
nearby satellites.
4.6.2 Gas accretion
The rate at which BHs accrete gas depends on the mass of the BH,
the local density and temperature, the velocity of the BH relative to
the ambient gas, and the angular momentum of the gas with respect
to the BH. Specifically, the gas accretion rate, m˙accr, is given by the
minimum of the Eddington rate
m˙Edd = 4πGmBHmp
ϵrσTc
, (8)
and
m˙accr = m˙Bondi ×min
(
C−1visc(cs/Vφ)3, 1
)
, (9)
where m˙Bondi is the Bondi & Hoyle (1944) rate for spherically
symmetric accretion
m˙Bondi = 4πG
2m2BHρ
(c2s + v2)3/2
. (10)
Here mp is the proton mass, σ T the Thomson cross-section, c the
speed of light, ϵr = 0.1 the radiative efficiency of the accretion disc,
and v the relative velocity of the BH and the gas. Finally, Vφ is the
rotation speed of the gas around the BH computed using equation 16
of Rosas-Guevara et al. (2013) and Cvisc is a free parameter related
to the viscosity of the (subgrid) accretion disc. The mass growth
rate of the BH is given by
m˙BH = (1− ϵr)m˙accr. (11)
The factor (cs/Vφ)3/Cvisc by which the Bondi rate is multiplied in
equation (9) is equivalent to the ratio of the Bondi and the viscous
time-scales (see Rosas-Guevara et al. 2013). We set Cvisc = 2π for
Ref-L100N1504, but increase the value of Cvisc by a factor of 103
for the re-calibrated high-resolution model, Recal-L025N0752, and
by a factor of 102 for AGNdT9-L050N0752 (see Table 3). Since the
critical ratio of Vφ/cs above which angular momentum is assumed
to reduce the accretion rate scales withC−1/3visc , angular momentum is
relatively more important in the re-calibrated simulations, delaying
the onset of quenching by AGN to larger BH masses. As demon-
strated by Rosas-Guevara et al. (2013), the results are only weakly
dependent on Cvisc because the ratio of Vφ/cs above which the ac-
cretion rate is suppressed, which scales as C−1/3visc , is more important
than the actual suppression factor, which scales as Cvisc.
Our prescription for gas accretion differs from previous work in
two respects. First, the Bondi rate is not multiplied by a large, ad
hoc factor, α. Springel et al. (2005b) used α = 100 while OWLS
and Rosas-Guevara et al. 2013 used a density dependent factor that
asymptoted to unity below the star formation threshold. Although
the use of α can be justified if the simulations underestimate the gas
density or overestimate the temperature near the Bondi radius, the
correct value cannot be predicted by the simulations. We found that
at the resolution of EAGLE, we do not need to boost the Bondi–
Hoyle rate for the BH growth to become self-regulated. Hence, we
were able to reduce the number of free parameters by eliminating
α. Secondly, we use the heuristic correction of Rosas-Guevara et al.
(2013) to account for the fact that the accretion rate will be lower
for gas with more angular momentum (because the accretion is
generally not spherically symmetric as assumed in the Bondi model,
but proceeds through an accretion disc).
4.6.3 BH mergers
BHs are merged if they are separated by a distance that is smaller
than both the smoothing kernel of the BH, hBH, and three gravi-
tational softening lengths, and if their relative velocity is smaller
than the circular velocity at the distance hBH, vrel <
√
GmBH h
−1
BH,
where hBH and mBH are, respectively, the smoothing length and
subgrid mass of the most massive BH in the pair. The limit on the
allowed relative velocity prevents BHs from merging during the
initial stages of galaxy mergers.
4.6.4 AGN feedback
AGN feedback is implemented thermally and stochastically, in a
manner analogous to energy feedback from star formation. The en-
ergy injection rate is ϵfϵrm˙accrc2, where ϵf = 0.15 is the fraction
of the radiated energy that is coupled to the ISM. As was the case
for the stellar feedback efficiency, fth, the value of ϵf must be cho-
sen by calibrating to observations, in this case the normalization of
the relation between BH mass and stellar mass. As demonstrated
and explained by Booth & Schaye (2010, see also Booth & Schaye
2009), the value of ϵf only affects the BH masses, which are in-
versely proportional to ϵf. In particular, the outflow rate generated
by the AGN and hence also the factor by which the star formation
is reduced are highly insensitive to ϵf provided it is non-zero. This
can be explained by self-regulation: the BH accretion rate adjusts
until the rate at which energy is injected is sufficient for outflows to
balance inflows.
We use the same value for the AGN efficiency as in OWLS,
ϵf = 0.15 and ϵr = 0.1, which implies that a fraction ϵfϵr = 0.015
of the accreted rest mass energy is returned to the local ISM. As
was the case for stellar feedback, the required value will depend on
the radiative losses in the ISM, which may depend on the resolution
and the precise manner in which the energy is injected. We do
not implement a dependence on metallicity, because metals are not
expected to dominate the radiative losses at the high temperatures
associated with AGN feedback. As shown in Fig. 10, a constant
value of ϵf = 0.15 yields broad agreement with observations of the
relation between BH mass and stellar mass.
Each BH carries a ‘reservoir’ of feedback energy, EBH. After
each time step 't, we add ϵfϵrm˙accrc2't to this reservoir. If the BH
has stored sufficient energy to heat at least nheat particles of mass
mg, then the BH is allowed to stochastically heat each of its SPH
neighbours by increasing their temperature by 'TAGN. For each
neighbour the heating probability is
P = EBH
'ϵAGNNngb
〈
mg
〉 , (12)
where 'ϵAGN is the change in internal energy per unit mass cor-
responding to the temperature increase, 'TAGN (we convert the
parameter 'TAGN into 'ϵAGN assuming a fully ionized gas with
primordial composition), Nngb is the number of gas neighbours
of the BH and ⟨mg⟩ is their mean mass. We then reduce EBH by
the expectation value for the injected energy. We use nheat = 1
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and limit the time step of the BHs such that we expect8 P < 0.3
(see Appendix A1.1).
The most important parameter for the AGN feedback is the tem-
perature increase, 'TAGN. Larger values will make individual feed-
back events more energetic, generally resulting in smaller radiative
losses in the ISM. However, larger values will also make the feed-
back more intermittent. We set 'TAGN = 108.5 K in the L100N1504
reference model, but use 109 K for our re-calibrated high-resolution
model Recal-L025N0752 and model AGNdT9-L050N0752 (see
Table 3). These temperatures exceed the value of 108 K used in
OWLS and the 'T = 107.5 K that we use for stellar feedback. As
can be seen from equation (4), the critical density above which the
feedback energy is expected to be radiated away increases with the
value of 'T. Because the density of the ambient gas around the BH
tends to increase with resolution, we found that we need to increase
'T when increasing the resolution. Similarly, because the gas den-
sity around the BH often reaches values that are much higher than
is typical for star-forming gas, we require higher temperature jumps
for AGN feedback than for stellar feedback.
5 C OMPARISON W ITH O BSERVA BLES
C O N S I D E R E D D U R I N G T H E C A L I B R AT I O N
O F T H E F E E D BAC K
In this section we will compare the main EAGLE simulations to
z∼ 0 observations of the GSMF, the related stellar mass–halo mass
relation, galaxy sizes, and the relation between BH mass and stellar
mass. Since these observables were considered during the calibra-
tion of the subgrid models for feedback, we cannot consider the
EAGLE results reported in this section to be ‘predictions’. How-
ever, note that we had no control over the slope of the MBH–M∗
relation and that galaxy sizes were only used to rule out strongly
discrepant models (i.e. models without a density dependence of the
energy feedback from star formation).
5.1 The galaxy stellar mass function
Fig. 4 shows the z = 0.1 GSMF from EAGLE. The dark blue curve
shows Ref-L100N1504, the green curve shows the high-resolution
simulation Recal-L025N0752, and the red curve shows AGNdT9-
L050N0752. Recall that AGNdT9-L050N0752 employs a higher
heating temperature for AGN feedback than the reference model,
which makes the feedback more efficient. While this is unimportant
for the GSMF, we will see in Section 6.4 that it offers a significant
improvement for the intracluster medium. At the high-mass end
the curves switch from a solid to a dashed line style where there
are fewer than 10 objects per (0.2 dex) stellar mass bin. At the
low-mass end the curves become dotted when the stellar mass falls
below that corresponding to 100 baryonic particles, where sampling
effects associated with the limited resolution become important, as
can be seen by comparing the intermediate- and high-resolution
simulations.
The GSMF of the high-resolution simulation Recal-L025N0752
is noisier because the box size is too small to provide a representative
sample. Note that the main problem is not Poisson noise due to the
small number of objects per bin, but the small number of large-scale
8 Because the expected probability is based on the accretion rate in the
previous time step, limiting the BH time step does not guarantee that P< 0.3.
If the probability exceeds 0.3, then we limit it to 0.3 and store the unused
energy in EBH.
Figure 4. The GSMF at z = 0.1 for the EAGLE simulations Ref-
L100N1504 (blue), AGNdT9-L050N0752 (red), and Recal-L025N0752
(green–blue). The curves switch from solid to dashed at the high-mass end
when there are fewer than 10 objects per (0.2 dex) stellar mass bin. At the
low-mass end the curves become dotted when the stellar mass falls below that
corresponding to 100 baryonic particles. Data points show measurements
with 1σ error bars from the GAMA survey (open circles; z < 0.06; Baldry
et al. 2012) and from SDSS (filled circles; z ∼ 0.07; Li & White 2009). The
high-resolution model Recal-L025N0752 is noisier because of its small box
size. The intermediate-resolution models slightly underestimate the galaxy
number density at the knee of the mass function and slightly overestimate
the abundance at M∗ ∼ 108.5 M⊙. The galaxy number density agrees with
the data to!0.2 dex.
modes that modulate the local number density of galaxies of various
masses. Indeed, Fig. 7 shows that the GSMF of Recal-L025N0752
has the same wiggles as that of Ref-L025N0376, which uses the
same box size and, apart from the change in resolution, the same
initial conditions. The wiggles that are present for Ref-L025N0376
are absent for model Ref-L100N1504, even though these two sim-
ulations use identical resolutions and (subgrid) parameter values.
This confirms that the wiggles in the GSMF of Recal-L025N0752
are caused by the small size of its simulation volume. We will there-
fore focus on the larger volume simulations when comparing the
simulated and observed GSMFs.
The simulation results are compared with observations from the
Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey (Baldry et al. 2012;
open circles) and from SDSS (Li & White 2009; filled circles). For
the intermediate-resolution simulations the galaxy number densi-
ties agree with the observations to !0.2 dex over the full mass
range for which the resolution and box size are adequate, i.e. from
2 × 108 M⊙ to over 1011 M⊙ (slightly below 1011 M⊙ for Recal-
L025N0752). The observed shape of the GSMF is thus reproduced
well.
At fixed number density, the differences in stellar mass between
the simulations and observations are smaller than 0.3 dex for Ref-
L100N1504 and AGNdT9-L050N0752. Given that even for a fixed
IMF, uncertainties in the stellar evolution models used to infer stellar
masses are ∼0.3 dex (e.g. Conroy, Gunn & White 2009; Behroozi,
Conroy & Wechsler 2010; Pforr, Maraston & Tonini 2012; Mitchell
et al. 2013), there is perhaps little point in trying to improve the
agreement between the models and the data further.
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Figure 5. Comparisons of the GSMF from EAGLE’s Ref-L100N1504 with the semi-analytic models of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014), Henriques et al. (2013),
and Porter et al. (2014; left-hand panel) and with the large hydrodynamical simulations of Oppenheimer et al. (2010), Puchwein & Springel (2013), the Illustris
simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b, data taken from Genel et al. 2014), and the MassiveBlack-II simulation (Khandai et al. 2014; right-hand panel). All
models are for a Chabrier IMF (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014 and Khandai et al. 2014 have been converted from Kennicutt and Salpeter IMFs, respectively).
The EAGLE curve is dotted when galaxies contain fewer than 100 stellar particles and dashed when there are fewer than 10 galaxies per stellar mass bin.
Except for Oppenheimer et al. (2010), all simulations include AGN feedback. Apart from MassiveBlack-II, all models were calibrated to the data (the Galform
semi-analytic model of Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014 was calibrated to fit the K-band galaxy luminosity function). The agreement with the data is relatively good
for both EAGLE and the semi-analytic models, but EAGLE fits the data substantially better than the other hydrodynamical simulations do.
The subgrid models for energy feedback from star formation
and for BH accretion have been calibrated to make the simulated
GSMF fit the observed one, so the excellent agreement with the data
cannot be considered a successful prediction. However, success was
by no means guaranteed given that the computational expense of
hydrodynamical simulations severely limits the number of test runs
that can be performed and, more importantly, because the freedom
built into the model is rather limited. For example, while the mass
scale above which AGN feedback becomes dominant is sensitive
to the parameter Cvisc of the subgrid model for BH accretion (see
equation 9 in Section 4.6.2), the efficiency of the AGN feedback
was calibrated to the observed relation between BH mass and stellar
mass and does not affect the shape of the GSMF (Booth & Schaye
2009, 2010).
Fig. 5 shows that the level of correspondence between the data and
EAGLE is close to that attained for semi-analytic models (left-hand
panel) and is unprecedented for large, hydrodynamical simulations
(right-hand panel). As can be seen from the right-hand panel, even
though Oppenheimer et al. (2010), Puchwein & Springel (2013),
and Illustris (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a) all ad-
justed their subgrid feedback models to try to match the data, the
fits to the data are substantially less good than for EAGLE. In par-
ticular, their models all produce mass functions that are too steep
below the ‘knee’ of the Schechter function and too shallow for
larger masses. It is worth noting that each of these three groups
implemented the feedback from star formation kinetically, scaled
the wind velocity with the velocity dispersion of the dark matter,
determined the dependence of the wind mass loading on the dark
matter velocity dispersion by assuming a constant wind energy, and
temporarily turned off the hydrodynamical forces on wind particles
to allow them to escape the galaxies. This contrasts with EAGLE,
where the feedback was implemented thermally rather than kineti-
cally, the feedback energy varied with local gas properties, and the
hydrodynamical forces were never turned off.
Hence, contrary to the other models shown, EAGLE’s subgrid
model does not impose any particular wind velocity or mass loading
or any dependence on dark matter or halo properties. The injected
energy does depend on the local metallicity and gas density, but the
relation between the outflow properties and the energy injected at
the star formation site is an outcome of the simulation. Crain et al.
(in preparation) will show that while varying the feedback energy
with local gas properties is necessary to obtain reasonable galaxy
sizes, the z ∼ 0 GSMF is actually also reproduced by the EAGLE
model that injects a constant energy per unit stellar mass (equal to
the energy from supernovae) without any calibration.
While the excellent fit to the low-z GSMF is encouraging, the
success of the model can only be judged by comparing to a wide
range of observables and redshifts, particularly those that were not
considered during the calibration. We will consider a diverse selec-
tion of observables in Section 6 and will investigate their evolution
in Furlong et al. (2014) and other future papers.
5.1.1 Effect of the choice of aperture
For the simulations we chose to define a galaxy’s stellar mass as
the sum of the mass of the stars that are part of a gravitationally
bound subhalo and that are contained within a 3D aperture of radius
30 pkpc (see Section 3). Fig. 6 shows the effect of the choice of
aperture for Ref-L100N1504. For M∗ < 1011 M⊙ the results are
insensitive to the aperture, provided it is "30 pkpc. However, for
M∗ > 1011 M⊙ the aperture does become important, with larger
apertures giving larger masses.
The same is true for the observations, as can be seen by compar-
ing the data from Li & White (2009) with the re-analysis of SDSS
data by Bernardi et al. (2013; open triangles in Fig. 6). Baldry et al.
(2012) and Li & White (2009) are in good agreement, but Bernardi
et al. (2013) find a much shallower bright-end slope than previ-
ous analyses. For M∗ > 1011 M⊙ Bernardi et al. (2013) attribute
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Figure 6. The effect of the choice of aperture on the GSMF. Curves show
the z = 0.1 GSMF from Ref-L100N1504 for different 3D apertures: radii
of 30, 50, and 100 pkpc, a 2D Petrosian aperture, and no aperture at all. In
all cases, only stellar mass bound to a subhalo is considered. The simulation
curves are dotted where galaxies contain fewer than 100 stellar particles
and dashed where there are fewer than 10 galaxies per stellar mass bin.
Data points indicate observations. The Li & White (2009) and Bernardi
et al. (2013) data points are both for SDSS, but use Petrosian magnitudes
and integrals of Se´rsic plus exponential fits, respectively. The Baldry et al.
(2012) data points are for the GAMA survey and use integrals of single
Se´rsic fits. The choice of aperture is important for M∗ > 1011 M⊙, both for
the simulation and the observations.
substantially more mass to galaxies than Li & White (2009) and
Baldry et al. (2012). Part of the difference is due to the assumed
mass-to-light ratios (even though all studies assume a Chabrier
IMF) and the way in which the background is subtracted (see e.g.
Bernardi et al. 2013; Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Meshscheryakov 2014
for discussion). Most of the difference between Li & White (2009)
and Bernardi et al. (2013) can probably be attributed to the way in
which a galaxy’s light is measured. Li & White (2009) integrate
the light within a 2D aperture of size twice the Petrosian radius,
defined to be the radius at which the mean local surface brightness
is 0.2 times the mean internal surface brightness. Bernardi et al.
(2013) on the other hand, estimate the total amount of light by in-
tegrating Se´rsic plus exponential profile fits. Hence, the Bernardi
et al. (2013) mass function potentially includes ICL and the discrep-
ancy between different authors is related to the fact that it is unclear
where cD galaxies end. Baldry et al. (2012) integrate single Se´rsic
fits to the light profiles, which we would expect includes less ICL
than the Se´rsic plus exponential fits of Bernardi et al. (2013) but
more than the Petrosian apertures of Li & White (2009). However,
Bernardi et al. (2013) find that the high-mass end of the Baldry et al.
(2012) mass function is affected by their redshift cut (z < 0.06).
We believe the Baldry et al. (2012) and Li & White (2009) data
to be the most suitable for comparison to our results, since our
definition of a galaxy excludes ICL. For Li & White (2009) this is
confirmed by our finding that a 3D aperture of 30 pkpc gives nearly
identical results to a 2D Petrosian cut, as can be seen from Fig. 6.
Thus, for masses >1011 M⊙ comparisons of the GSMF with
observations would benefit from mimicking the particular way in
which the mass is estimated for real data. This would, however, have
to be done separately for each survey. For our present purposes this
is unnecessary, also because our simulation volume is in any case
too small to study the GSMF at masses ≫1011 M⊙.
5.1.2 Numerical convergence
The left-hand panel of Fig. 7 compares the GSMFs for model Ref-
L025N0376, which has the same resolution as the largest EAGLE
volume Ref-L100N1504, and the higher resolution model Ref-
L025N0752. The two Ref-L025 simulations use identical subgrid
Figure 7. Strong (left-hand panel) and weak (right-hand panel) tests of the convergence of the GSMF with numerical resolution. Models L025N0752 have a
better mass and spatial resolution than L025N0376 by factors of 8 and 2, respectively. The strong convergence test compares models with identical subgrid
parameter values, while the weak convergence test compares the original, intermediate-resolution model Ref-L025N0376 with a high-resolution model Recal-
L025N0752 for which the parameters of the subgrid models for feedback from star formation and for gas accretion on to BHs were re-calibrated in order to
reproduce the observed GSMF. For comparison, the thin curves in the left-hand panel show the strong convergence test for the galaxy formation model used
for the Illustris simulation as reported by Vogelsberger et al. (2013). The EAGLE curves are dotted where galaxies contain fewer than 100 stellar particles and
dashed where there are fewer than 10 galaxies per stellar mass bin.
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parameters, but the mass and spatial resolution differ by factors
of 8 and 2, respectively. In Section 2.2 we termed a comparison
between models with identical parameters a ‘strong convergence
test’. Below 109 M⊙ the mass function is substantially flatter in
the high-resolution model. However, at M∗ ∼ 109 M⊙ its GSMF
is up to 0.4 dex higher than for the fiducial resolution, leading to
disagreement with the data. The largest discrepancy is the stellar
mass corresponding to a number density of ∼2 × 10−2 cMpc−3,
which is about an order of magnitude higher than observed.
The thin curves in Fig. 7 show the strong convergence test of
Vogelsberger et al. (2013) using the galaxy formation model that
was also used for Illustris. Clearly, the strong convergence is simi-
larly poor. This is somewhat surprising, since Illustris uses a subgrid
model for feedback from star formation that was designed to give
good strong convergence. In particular, the parameters of the sub-
grid wind model vary with the velocity dispersion of the dark matter
rather than with the properties of the gas and hydrodynamical inter-
actions between the wind and the ISM are not modelled.
That the strong convergence is not particularly good for EAGLE
is unsurprising for the reasons discussed in Sections 2.2 and 4.5.
For M∗ < 2 × 108 M⊙ galaxies in Ref-L025N0376 contain fewer
than 100 star particles, which is insufficient to properly sample
the feedback from star formation in the context of EAGLE’s sub-
grid model. Because the feedback can be modelled down to lower
masses in Ref-L025N0752, galaxies with M∗ ∼ 109 M⊙ have had
systematically different histories than galaxies of a similar mass in
Ref-L025N0376. In addition, higher resolution enables the gas den-
sity distribution to be populated by particles up to higher densities,
where our fiducial implementation of thermal feedback becomes
inefficient (equation 4 in Section 4.5).
In Section 2.2 we argued that hydrodynamical simulations such as
EAGLE should re-calibrate the efficiency of the subgrid feedback
when the resolution is changed substantially. In general, keeping
the subgrid parameters fixed does not imply that the physical model
remains unchanged, since the energy, mass or intermittency associ-
ated with the feedback events changes. Moreover, the efficiency of
the feedback cannot, in any case, be predicted from first principles,
even if the convergence were perfect.
Recal-L025N0752 is our re-calibrated high-resolution simula-
tion. As detailed in Section 4.5.1 and Table 3, the dependence of
the feedback energy per unit stellar mass on the gas density is
somewhat different between the different resolutions. However, the
mean values of fth, which is equal to the expectation value of the
amount of injected energy in units of the energy available from core
collapse supernovae, are nearly identical: 1.06 at intermediate res-
olution (for stars formed at z > 0.1 in Ref-L100N1504) and 1.07 at
high resolution (for stars formed at z > 0.1 in Recal-L025N0752).
The asymptotic maximum of fth, reached at low metallicity and
low gas density, is 3 in both cases. As detailed in Section 4.6.2
and Table 3, Recal-L025N0752 also uses a different value for the
parameter that controls the importance of angular momentum in
suppressing accretion on to BHs, making the accretion rate more
sensitive to the angular momentum of the accreting gas. Without
this change, AGN feedback would become important at too low
masses. Finally, the high-resolution model uses a higher AGN feed-
back temperature, 'TAGN = 109 K rather than 108.5 K, which helps
to suppress the increase in the cooling losses that would otherwise
occur due to the higher gas densities that are resolved in the higher
resolution model. Without this change the AGN feedback would be
insufficiently effective.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 7 shows a ‘weak convergence test’,
i.e. a comparison of the GSMFs of the calibrated intermediate-
resolution model Ref-L025N0376 and the re-calibrated high-
resolution model Recal-L025N0752. The two curves show some
of the same bumps and wiggles, because the initial conditions used
for the two simulations share the same large-scale modes. In the
mass range for which galaxies in the intermediate-resolution model
are resolved with more than 100 star particles (M∗ > 2 × 108 M⊙)
the difference in the galaxy number density is smaller than 0.2 dex.
We conclude that the weak convergence is good.
5.2 The relation between stellar mass and halo mass
The GSMF can be thought of as a convolution between the mass
function of dark matter haloes and a function describing the galaxy
content of the haloes as a function of their mass. The halo mass func-
tion can be predicted accurately when the cosmology is known, but
the galaxy content of haloes is very sensitive to the baryonic pro-
cesses involved in the formation of galaxies. As modelling galaxy
formation is EAGLE’s primary goal, it is of interest to compare the
relation between stellar mass and halo mass in the simulations to
the relation inferred from observations. Because the subgrid model
for feedback was calibrated to fit the z ∼ 0 GSMF, the relation be-
tween stellar and halo mass can hardly be considered a prediction.
We therefore discuss this relation in this section, even though we
did not calibrate the simulations to fit the relation inferred from
observations.
Fig. 8 shows the ‘galaxy formation efficiency’,
(M∗/M200)/($b/$m), for central galaxies as a function of
either the mass of their host halo (left-hand panel) or their stellar
mass (right-hand panel). Here the halo mass, M200, is defined as
the total mass contained within the virial radius R200, defined to
be the radius within which the mean internal density is 200 times
the critical density, 3H 2/8πG, centred on the dark matter particle
of the corresponding FoF halo with the minimum gravitational
potential (see Section 3). If the baryon fraction in the halo were
equal to the cosmic average of $b/$m ≈ 0.16, then an efficiency
of unity would indicate that the stellar mass accounts for all the
halo’s share of baryons. We focus on central galaxies because the
strong tidal stripping to which satellite haloes are subject obscures
the underlying relation between galaxy formation efficiency and
halo mass.
The simulation clearly shows that galaxy formation is most effi-
cient in haloes with mass ∼1012 M⊙, as has been found by many
others. In fact, it would be more appropriate to say that this is the
mass where galaxy formation is ‘least inefficient’ as the efficiency
is only ∼10 per cent at the peak. The efficiency is sharply peaked
at a stellar mass of ∼1010.4 M⊙, which corresponds to the onset of
the knee in the GSMF (Fig. 4). As is the case for most models of
galaxy formation, in EAGLE the sharp reduction at lower masses is
mostly due to stellar feedback, while the drop off at higher masses
can in part be attributed to inefficient cooling, but is mostly caused
by AGN feedback.
Although halo masses can be measured observationally, e.g. from
gravitational lensing or satellite kinematics, the errors are still rel-
atively large and it is difficult to disentangle central and satellite
galaxies. In Fig. 8 we therefore compare with results obtained
through the abundance matching technique. In its most basic form
abundance matching relates central galaxies to haloes by matching
the observed GSMF to the halo mass function predicted from a
collisionless simulation, assuming that the stellar masses of galax-
ies increase monotonically with the masses of their host haloes
(e.g. Vale & Ostriker 2004). Modern versions allow for scatter and
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Figure 8. The ratio of the stellar to halo mass, relative to the universal baryon fraction, as a function of halo mass (left-hand panel) and stellar mass (right-hand
panel) for central galaxies. The simulation curves are dotted where there are fewer than 100 stellar particles per galaxy. The filled circles show individual
objects where there are fewer than 10 objects per bin. The shaded regions show the 1σ scatter in the simulations. For clarity we only show the scatter in
Recal-L025N0752 for M∗ < 1010 M⊙ and in Ref-L100N1504 for M∗ > 1010 M⊙. The EAGLE results agree with results inferred from observations through
the technique of abundance matching (grey, solid curves; Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013; Moster, Naab & White 2013). The small difference between
EAGLE and the abundance matching in the location and height of the peak is consistent with EAGLE’s small underestimate of the GSMF around the knee (see
Fig. 4).
evolution, and assume that the masses of satellite galaxies are set at
the last time they were centrals.
Fig. 8 compares EAGLE to the abundance matching results of
Behroozi et al. (2013) and Moster et al. (2013). Note that the
abundance matching studies assumed the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe 7 cosmology, whereas we assume the Planck
cosmology. For EAGLE we use the total mass of the halo in the hy-
drodynamical simulation, whereas abundance matching studies use
collisionless simulations. Because feedback processes reduce halo
masses, we expect M200 to be biased high by ∼10 per cent for the
abundance matching results (e.g. Sawala et al. 2013; Cui, Borgani
& Murante 2014; Cusworth et al. 2014; Martizzi et al. 2014; Sawala
et al. 2014a; Velliscig et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014b), but
this effect is small compared to the dynamic range shown.9 Beyond
the peak the results become increasingly sensitive to the aperture
used to measure the galaxy’s light. For example, Kravtsov et al.
(2014) show that using the Bernardi et al. (2013) GSMF as input
increases the efficiency by ∼0.5 dex at M200 = 1014 M⊙ relative
to the values of Behroozi et al. (2013) and Moster et al. (2013).
However, as discussed in Section 5.1.1, our use of a fixed 30 pkpc
aperture means that comparison to Bernardi et al. (2013) is inappro-
priate at the high-mass end. In Section 6.4 we will show that a more
robust comparison with observations of the total stellar content of
massive galaxies reveals good agreement with EAGLE.
The convergence with resolution is good and the galaxy formation
efficiency in EAGLE is very close to that inferred from abundance
matching. This was of course to be expected, given the good conver-
gence and the good agreement with the observations for the GSMF.
The peak efficiency is 0.1–0.2 dex lower in EAGLE and is reached
at a slightly (∼0.2 dex) higher stellar mass, which is consistent with
9 For M200 ≪ 1010 M⊙ the systematic errors in the abundance matching
results are likely to be much greater because only a small fraction of such
low-mass haloes may host galaxies (Sawala et al. 2013, 2014a).
the fact that EAGLE slightly undershoots the observed GSMF at
the knee (see Fig. 4).
5.3 Galaxy sizes
The parameters of the subgrid model for feedback from star forma-
tion and AGN were calibrated to observations of the z ∼ 0 GSMF.
The parameter that controls the importance of the angular momen-
tum of the gas in suppressing BH accretion was set to a value for
which AGN feedback causes the GSMF to turn over at a mass
similar to what is observed. As will be shown in Crain et al. (in
preparation), we found that for EAGLE, calibration of the stellar
feedback is actually unnecessary to reproduce the GSMF. Fixing
the amount of energy injected per unit stellar mass to that available
in the form of core collapse supernovae, i.e. fth = 1, works well,
as does the physically motivated dependence on the gas metallicity
that we use (equation 6). However, such models produce galaxies
that are far too compact because of excessive radiative losses at
high gas densities, and we can show analytically that these spurious
cooling losses are caused by our limited numerical resolution (see
Section 4.5).
We consider it reassuring that the breakdown of the subgrid model
for feedback from star formation at high density is understood and
leads to a clear conflict with observations. On the other hand, the fact
that such an unrealistic model has no trouble matching the observed
GSMF emphasizes the importance of comparing to a wide range of
observables.
To counteract the numerical radiative losses occurring at high
gas densities, we introduced a dependence of the feedback energy
from star formation on the gas density, while keeping both the max-
imum and mean amounts of energy reasonable (see Section 4.5.1).
Although we could not afford the computational expense of calibrat-
ing the models to fit both the z ∼ 0 GSMF and the size distribution
in detail, we did reject models that produced galaxies that were far
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Figure 9. Galaxy size as a function of stellar mass for galaxies at z = 0.1
in pkpc. The coloured curves show the median, projected half-mass radii for
the simulations and the shaded regions show the 1σ scatter. For clarity we
only show the scatter in Recal-L025N0752 for M∗ < 1010 M⊙ and in Ref-
L100N1504 for M∗ > 1010 M⊙. The simulation curves are dotted below
the resolution limit of 600 stellar particles. Where there are fewer than 10
galaxies per bin, individual objects are shown as filled circles. The models
are compared with Se´rsic half-light radii from SDSS (Shen et al. 2003;
the grey, solid line shows the median and the grey dotted lines indicate 1σ
scatter) and GAMA (Baldry et al. 2012; data points with error bars indicate
the 1σ scatter, shown separately for blue and red galaxies). The simulations
and Shen et al. (2003) only include late-type galaxies, i.e. a Se´rsic index
ns < 2.5.
too small. As a consequence of this strategy, the z ∼ 0 galaxy sizes
cannot be regarded as true predictions.
Fig. 9 plots the median value of the half-mass radius, R50, i.e. the
radius that encloses 50 per cent of the stellar mass in projection, as a
function of galaxy stellar mass. The half-mass radii were determined
by fitting Se´rsic laws to the projected, azimuthally averaged surface
density profiles, as in McCarthy et al. (2012). Following Shen et al.
(2003), only galaxies with Se´rsic index ns < 2.5 are included. For
Ref-L1001504, 94 per cent of the galaxies with more than 600 star
particles have ns < 2.5.
The high-resolution Recal-L025N0752 agrees very well with the
intermediate-resolution models for M∗ > 109 M⊙, which corre-
sponds to about 600 star particles for the intermediate-resolution
runs. For this mass the median R50 is about three and a half times
the maximum gravitational softening length (see Table 2). Hence,
we take the stellar mass 600mg as the minimum value for which we
can measure half-mass radii. We thus require six times more stellar
particles to measure sizes than we need to measure mass.
The simulations are compared to data from SDSS (Shen et al.
2003) and GAMA (Baldry et al. 2012). Note that the observations
fit surface brightness profiles and provide half-light radii rather than
half-mass radii, so the comparison with the models is only fair if
the stellar mass-to-light ratio does not vary strongly with radius. As
mentioned above, Shen et al. (2003) select galaxies with ns < 2.5,
as we have done here. Baldry et al. (2012) on the other hand present
results separately for red and blue galaxies, finding that the latter
are∼0.2 dex more extended at fixed stellar mass. Shen et al. (2003)
use Petrosian apertures, which we expect to yield results similar to
the 3D apertures of 30 pkpc that we use for the simulations (see
Section 5.1.1).
Figure 10. The relation between the mass of the central supermassive BH
and the stellar mass of galaxies. The coloured curves show the median
relations for the simulations and the shaded regions show the 1σ scatter. For
clarity we only show the scatter in Recal-L025N0752 for M∗ < 1010 M⊙
and in Ref-L100N1504 for M∗ > 1010 M⊙. Where there are fewer than 10
objects per bin, individual objects are shown as filled circles. Data points
with 1σ error bars show the compilation of observations from McConnell
& Ma (2013). The simulations show the total stellar mass (within a 3D
aperture of 30 pkpc), while observations show bulge masses. However, the
observed galaxies were selected to be early type. The simulations agree with
the observations, although the observed scatter is larger.
For M∗ ≫ 108 M⊙ Shen et al. (2003) agree better with the Baldry
et al. (2012) results for red galaxies, even though ns < 2.5 should
pick out more discy and hence bluer galaxies. The differences be-
tween the two data sets are indicative of the level of correspondence
between independent measurements of observed galaxy sizes.
For 109 < M∗/M⊙ < 1010 the simulation results fall in be-
tween those of Baldry et al. (2012) for red and blue galaxies. For
M∗ < 109 M⊙ and M∗ > 1010 M⊙ the simulations agree very well
with the sizes of blue and red galaxies, respectively. At 1011 M⊙
the red sample of Baldry et al. (2012) gives sizes that are about
0.1–0.2 dex larger than found for both the simulations and the data
from Shen et al. (2003). This difference may be due to the fact that
Shen et al. (2003) use Petrosian sizes, whereas Baldry et al. (2012)
do not. Indeed, if we do not impose any 3D aperture, then the sim-
ulation curve follows the results of the red sample nearly exactly
for M∗ " 1011 M⊙, while the sizes of lower mass galaxies remain
unchanged (not shown). The agreement with Shen et al. (2003) is
excellent: the difference with the simulations is ≤0.1 dex for all
models and for the full range of stellar mass.
For M∗ > 1010 M⊙ the scatter in the sizes of the simulated
galaxies is similar to the observed dispersion, but at lower masses
it appears to be smaller. This could be due to a lack of resolution or
some other deficiency in the simulations or halo finder, but it could
also be due to observational errors or to the fact that we have ignored
variations in the stellar mass-to-light ratio and dust extinction.
5.4 The relation between BH mass and stellar mass
Fig. 10 shows the mass of the central supermassive BH as a function
of the galaxy’s stellar mass. The simulation results are compared
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Figure 11. Left-hand panel: SSFR, ˙M∗/M∗, for actively star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar mass at z= 0.1. Galaxies are classified as star forming if
their SSFR >10−2 Gyr−1, indicated by the horizontal, dashed line. The coloured curves show simulation medians and the shaded regions show the 1σ scatter.
For clarity we only show the scatter in Recal-L025N0752 for M∗ < 1010 M⊙ and in Ref-L100N1504 for M∗ > 1010 M⊙, all at z = 0.1. The higher and lower
diagonal lines correspond to 10 star-forming gas particles (assuming nH = 0.1 cm−3) at intermediate and high resolution, respectively. To the left of these lines
the curves are dotted to indicate that the results are unreliable due to sampling effects. In particular, the sharp upturns at the lowest masses trace lines of fixed
numbers of star-forming gas particles. The data points show observations from GAMA (0.05 < z < 0.32; Bauer et al. 2013) with the error bars indicating the
1σ scatter. Right-hand panel: fraction of passive galaxies, i.e. galaxies with SSFR < 10−2 Gyr−1, as a function of stellar mass at z = 0.1. In both panels the
simulation curves are dotted where they are unreliable due to poor resolution (<10 star-forming gas particles) and dashed where there are <10 objects per bin.
Data points show observations from Bauer et al. (2013) and Moustakas et al. (2013).
with the compilation of observations from McConnell & Ma (2013).
The observed stellar mass was obtained by extrapolating a fit to the
mass profile of the bulge inferred from kinematic data. Because the
observed galaxies were selected to be early type, the bulge likely
dominates the stellar mass, at least for the massive systems.
The three EAGLE simulations give nearly identical results, indi-
cating good convergence. For M∗ ≪ 1010 M⊙ the BH mass asymp-
totes to 105 M⊙ h−1, which is the mass of the seed BHs that are in-
serted into FoF haloes with mass>1010 M⊙ h−1 that do not already
contain BHs. As can be seen from Fig. 8, a halo mass of 1010 M⊙
corresponds to M∗ ∼ 108 M⊙. Above M∗ ∼ 1010 M⊙ the relation
between BH mass and stellar mass steepens, but it quickly flattens
off to a relation that agrees very well with the observations for
M∗ " 1011 M⊙. The rapid growth of the BHs between M∗ = 1010
and 1011 M⊙ coincides with the steepening of the GSMF (compare
Fig. 4) and the sharp increase in the fraction of galaxies that are
passive (right-hand panel of Fig. 11). This is understandable, as the
AGN feedback associated with the rapid BH growth quenches star
formation.
The agreement with the observations is good, although the ob-
served scatter is larger. In terms of the normalization of the MBH–M∗
relation the good agreement is perhaps not a surprise. The nor-
malization is determined by the assumed efficiency of the AGN
feedback, ϵfϵr, i.e. the amount of energy that is injected per unit of
accreted mass (e.g. Booth & Schaye 2009, 2010). We used the same
value (ϵfϵr = 0.015) as was used for OWLS and COSMO-OWLS,
which Booth & Schaye (2009) and Le Brun et al. (2014) found to
give agreement with the observed MBH–M∗ relation. Fig. 10 shows
that this efficiency also works for EAGLE, even though the mass
resolution of EAGLE is nearly two orders of magnitude better than
for OWLS and about three orders of magnitude better than for
COSMO-OWLS. Note, however, that we used higher AGN heating
temperatures than the 'TAGN = 108 K that was used in OWLS (see
Table 3).
It would clearly be desirable to extend the comparison to obser-
vations to lower masses, but in this regime a more careful analysis is
required. This is because of the importance of systematic and selec-
tion effects for the observations (e.g. Lauer et al. 2007; Schulze &
Wisotzki 2011) and because a bulge-to-disc decomposition would
be necessary for the simulations since most low-mass galaxies are
discy. The same issues likely also affect the comparison of the
scatter.
6 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H OT H E R
O B S E RVAT I O N S
In this section we will compare the results of EAGLE to a diverse set
of low-z observations of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and the IGM. The
results reported in this section were not used to calibrate the subgrid
models for feedback and can therefore be considered predictions
that can be used as independent consistency checks. During the
testing phase, we did look at earlier, more basic versions of some of
the plots shown here, so most of the predictions cannot be considered
blind. However, we have not adjusted any model parameters to
improve the results shown in this section.
There are two exceptions to the above statements. First, we plot-
ted the metal column density distributions (Section 6.5) for the first
time after the simulations had finished, so this was a truly blind
prediction. Secondly, the discrepancy between the gas fraction in
clusters predicted by Ref-L100N1504 and inferred from X-ray ob-
servations that will be discussed in Section 6.4 was the motivation
for running model AGNdT9-L050N0752. This model represents an
educated guess in terms of the modifications to the subgrid AGN
feedback, because we could only afford to calibrate models us-
ing volumes of 25 cMpc on a side, which are too small to contain
clusters of galaxies.
The observables presented in this section were not selected be-
cause the models reproduce them accurately. They were selected
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because they give a broad overview of the z ∼ 0 EAGLE universe,
because we had the tools to compute them, and because we are
currently not preparing separate papers on them. Future papers will
present more observables as well as results for higher redshifts.
6.1 Specific star formation rates and passive fractions
The left-hand panel of Fig. 11 shows the SSFR, ˙M∗/M∗, of actively
star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar mass. Here, galaxies
are classified to be star forming if the SSFR > 0.01 Gyr−1, which
is indicated by the horizontal, dashed line in the left-hand panel.
The higher and lower diagonal lines in the left-hand panel indicate
the SSFR corresponding to 10 star-forming gas particles (assum-
ing a gas density of nH = 10−1 cm−3, the star formation threshold
that we impose at the metallicity Z = 0.002) at intermediate and
high resolution, respectively. To the left of these curves resolu-
tion effects become important, which we indicate by using dotted
lines. In particular, the increase in the SSFR at low stellar mass
that is clearly visible for the intermediate-resolution simulations is
a numerical effect: the curves trace lines of constant numbers of
star-forming particles. Compared with the intermediate-resolution
models, the high-resolution simulation Recal-L025N0752 predicts
slightly higher SSFRs. The difference is 0.2 dex at M∗ = 109 M⊙
and less than 0.1 dex above 1010 M⊙.
The models are compared with observations from Bauer et al.
(2013), who measured the SSFRs of ∼73 000 galaxies from the
GAMA survey using spectroscopic Hα measurements and dust cor-
rections based on Balmer decrements. The intermediate-resolution
simulations agree with the data at the high-mass end, but under-
predict the SSFR at low masses, reaching a maximum discrepancy
of 0.3–0.4 dex at 109 M⊙. The high-resolution model also under-
predicts the SSFR, but the discrepancy is less than 0.2 dex. These
differences are comparable to the systematic uncertainty in the data.
For example, even for a fixed IMF the systematic uncertainty in the
stellar mass, which shifts the data parallel to the diagonal lines, is
∼0.3 dex (Conroy et al. 2009; Behroozi et al. 2010; Pforr et al. 2012;
Mitchell et al. 2013) and the systematic error in the star formation
rate, which shifts the data vertically, is likely to be at least as large
(e.g. Moustakas, Kennicutt & Tremonti 2006). The scatter in the
simulations is∼50 per cent smaller than observed, but the observed
scatter includes measurement and systematic uncertainties.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 11 shows the fraction of galaxies
that are passive as a function of stellar mass. For the simulations we
classify galaxies as passive if they have SSFR< 0.01 Gyr−1, but the
observational papers use somewhat different and varying criteria.
We leave a more precise comparison for future work, e.g. using
colours and accounting for dust extinction for the simulated galax-
ies. At low stellar masses the curves become dashed where there
are, on average, fewer than 10 star-forming gas particles in a galaxy
with SSFR = 0.01 Gyr−1. These parts of the curves are unreliable
and the upturn of the passive fraction at low mass is thus due to
the limited resolution of the simulations. This interpretation is con-
firmed by the fact that the upturn shifts to eight times lower masses
if the particle mass is decreased by a factor of 8, switching from
the intermediate-resolution Ref-L100N1504 to the high-resolution
Recal-L025N0752.
For M∗ ≫ 109 M⊙, where the simulations are close to converged,
both the simulations and the observations show a strong increase
of the passive fraction with mass, from ∼10 per cent at 109 M⊙
to ∼90 per cent at 1011.5 M⊙. Relative to the data, the simulation
curves are shifted towards higher stellar masses by about 0.3 dex.
This difference is similar to the systematic uncertainty in the ob-
served stellar masses. We also find shifts of similar magnitudes
if we vary the critical SSFR below which simulated galaxies are
classified as passive by a factor of 2.
We conclude that in the regime where the simulations can be
trusted, the predicted SSFRs and passive fractions are slightly lower
than the observations but agree with them to within the expected
(systematic) errors.
6.2 Tully–Fisher relation
Fig. 12 shows the relation between the maximum of the rotation
curve and stellar mass for disc galaxies, i.e. a close relative of the
Tully–Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher 1977). For the simulations we
classify galaxies with Se´rsic index ns < 2.5 as late type, as we did
when considering galaxy sizes (Section 5.3). We use circular ve-
locities (vc = √GM(< r)/r) rather than trying to estimate rotation
velocities, since the latter become noisy for galaxies that are not
resolved with many particles.
The data points with 1σ error bars correspond to the set of ho-
mogenized observations of disc galaxies compiled by Avila-Reese
et al. (2008) and the grey line indicates the median. The stellar
masses have been reduced by 0.15 dex, which is necessary to con-
vert to a Chabrier IMF (Avila-Reese, private communication). In
addition, following McCarthy et al. (2012) and Dutton et al. (2011),
we applied a small correction to the stellar masses using the expres-
sion given in the appendix of Li & White (2009) to improve the
Figure 12. The relation between the maximum of the rotation curve and
stellar mass, i.e. an analogue of the Tully–Fisher relation, for late-type galax-
ies at z= 0.1. The coloured curves show the medians for the simulations. The
curves are dotted below the resolution limit of 100 stellar particles. Where
there are fewer than 10 galaxies per bin, individual objects are shown as
filled circles. The shaded regions show the 1σ scatter in the simulations. For
clarity we only show the scatter in Recal-L025N0752 for M∗ < 1010 M⊙
and in Ref-L100N1504 for M∗ > 1010 M⊙. The simulation results only
include galaxies with Se´rsic index ns < 2.5 and are based on maximum
circular velocities. The data points with 1σ error bars correspond to the
set of homogenized observations of disc galaxies compiled by Avila-Reese
et al. (2008) and the grey line indicates the median. The model predictions
are in remarkable agreement with the data.
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consistency with those derived from more accurate five-band SDSS
data.
All simulations track each other very closely, implying excellent
numerical convergence. The simulations are in excellent agreement
with the data. Over the mass range 109 ! M∗/M⊙ < 1011 the dif-
ference in velocity between the models and the data compiled by
Avila-Reese et al. (2008) is less than 0.03 dex, which is smaller than
the 0.1 dex 1σ error on the fit to the observations. At higher masses,
which are only probed by Ref-L100N1504, the difference with
the observations increases, reaching 0.12 dex at M∗ = 1011.3 M⊙.
However, most of these very massive galaxies do not look discy and
would probably not be selected by Avila-Reese et al. (2008).
Note that we have not attempted to analyse the simulations and
the data in the same manner, because this would go beyond the
scope of the current study. As mentioned above, we use maximum
circular velocities, whereas the observations are based on maximum
gas rotation velocities, which may show more scatter if the orbits
are not all circular. In addition, the observations probe only the inner
parts of the halo, whereas we consider the entire halo. McCarthy
et al. (2012) found that for the GIMIC simulations the maximum
circular velocities are nearly always reached within two effective
radii for M∗ " 109.5 M⊙, and should therefore be easily accessible
to the observations, but it is possible that for smaller masses the
observations underestimate the maximum rotation velocity.
6.3 Mass–metallicity relations
The left-hand panel of Fig. 13 shows the metallicity of the ISM,
which we take to be star-forming gas for the simulations, as a
function of stellar mass. For both the intermediate- and the high-
resolution models the gas metallicity increases with stellar mass
and flattens off for M∗ > 1010 M⊙. However, the high-resolution
simulation, Recal-L025N0752, predicts systematically lower metal-
licities. For M∗ " 1010 M⊙ the difference is less than 0.15 dex, but
it increases with decreasing mass, reaching a maximum of 0.4 dex
at M∗ ∼ 108.5 M⊙. Because there is no clear mass below which
the two resolutions diverge, it is unclear where to put the resolution
limit and we therefore have not dotted any part of the curves.
Interestingly, model Ref-L025N0752 (not shown) yields a
mass–metallicity relation that agrees better with Ref-L100N1504
than the prediction of Recal-L025N0752 does, particularly for
M∗ < 109 M⊙. The high-resolution run again predicts lower metal-
licities than the intermediate-resolution version, but the maximum
difference is smaller than 0.2 dex. For M∗< 107.5 M⊙ the metallicity
is actually lower at intermediate resolution than at high resolution.
Hence, for the mass–metallicity relation the strong convergence is
considerably better than one might infer from the comparison of
Ref-L025N0752 and Recal-L025N0752. Recall that the latter was
re-calibrated to fit the GSMF, which meant the efficiency of feed-
back had to be increased relative to the reference model, particularly
at M∗ ∼ 109 M⊙ (see Fig. 7). Apparently, the stronger outflows in
Recal-L025N0752 reduce the metallicity of the ISM. Thus, the
‘strong convergence’ is better than the ‘weak convergence’. This
is possible because in this case the weak convergence test com-
pares simulations that were each calibrated to fit the GSMF, not the
mass–metallicity relation.
The two sets of observations that are shown in the left-hand
panel of Fig. 13 are both derived from SDSS data. Tremonti et al.
(2004) estimated the metallicity statistically based on theoretical
model fits to various strong emission lines, while Zahid et al. (2014)
derived metallicities using the R23 strong line method as calibrated
by Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004). The two studies do not agree
with each other. In particular, while Tremonti et al. (2004) and
Zahid et al. (2014) agree at M∗ ∼ 1011 M⊙, the former find a
steeper relation than the latter, resulting in metallicities that are
about 0.2 dex lower for 109–1010 M⊙. The difference is due to the
Figure 13. The metallicity of the ISM (left-hand panel) and of stars (right-hand panel) as a function of stellar mass. The conversion from the absolute oxygen
abundances shown along the left y-axis in the left-hand panel to the metallicities relative to solar shown along the right y-axis assumes 12+ log10(O/H)⊙ = 8.69
(Allende Prieto, Lambert & Asplund 2001). Note that the two panels show the same range in metallicity. Curves show the median relations for the simulations
at z = 0.1, where we take ISM to be all star-forming gas, and the shaded regions show the 1σ scatter. For clarity we only show the scatter in Recal-L025N0752
for M∗ < 1010 M⊙ and in Ref-L100N1504 for M∗ > 1010 M⊙. Where there are fewer than 10 galaxies per bin, individual objects are shown as filled circles.
The high-mass galaxies with very low gas metallicities correspond to objects that are nearly devoid of gas, leading to sampling problems in the simulations.
The data points show observations reported by Zahid et al. (2014) and Tremonti et al. (2004) for gas, and by Gallazzi et al. (2005) and Kirby et al. (2013) for
stars (converted to solar abundances assuming Z⊙ = 0.0127 and 12 + log10(Fe/H)⊙ = 7.52, respectively). The dashed line in the right-hand panel shows the
best-fitting relation given by Kirby et al. (2013), which also includes lower mass galaxies than shown here.
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uncertain calibration of the emission-line diagnostics. In fact, as
shown by Kewley & Ellison (2008), the systematic uncertainty is
even larger than suggested by this plot. For example, the empirical
calibration of Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) yields a metallicity that is
0.75 dex lower than that of Tremonti et al. (2004) at 1011 M⊙ and an
almost flat relation with stellar mass, dropping by only 0.2 dex when
the stellar mass decreases to 109 M⊙. Besides the calibration issues,
the gas-phase abundance likely underestimates the total metallicity
of the ISM because a non-negligible fraction of the metals may
condense on to dust grains (e.g. Dwek 1998; Mattsson & Andersen
2012). Finally, the systematic uncertainty in the stellar mass, for a
fixed IMF, is about 0.3 dex (e.g. Conroy et al. 2009).
The metallicities predicted by the simulations are also subject to
significant systematic uncertainties unrelated to the galaxy forma-
tion physics. Even for a fixed IMF, the nucleosynthetic yields are
uncertain at the factor of 2 level (e.g. Wiersma et al. 2009b). How-
ever, we choose not to simply re-scale the simulation metallicities
within this uncertainty because that would make them inconsistent
with the radiative cooling rates used during the simulation.
Given the large systematic uncertainties in both the normalization
and the shape of the observed mass–metallicity relation, and the
systematic uncertainties in the yields adopted in the simulations,
care needs to be taken when comparing the models and the data.
We will nevertheless proceed to make such a comparison.
The median mass–metallicity relations predicted by the
intermediate-resolution simulations agree with Zahid et al. (2014)
to better than 0.2 dex at all masses and to better than 0.1 dex
for M∗ > 109.5 M⊙, but the observed relation is steeper at lower
masses. The predicted scatter is larger than observed by Tremonti
et al. (2004), particularly for the highest masses. The scatter in the
gas metallicity of these massive objects is large in the simulations
because they typically contain very few star-forming gas particles.
This causes strong sampling effects and large variations in time
following AGN outbursts.
The median metallicity predicted by the high-resolution model
Recal-L025N0752 matches Tremonti et al. (2004) to better than
0.2 dex over the full mass range covered by both the simulation and
the observations (108.5 <M∗/M⊙ < 1011) and to better than 0.1 dex
for M∗ > 109.2 M⊙. Apparently, the increase in the efficiency of
energy feedback from star formation that is required to make the
GSMF fit the observations (and which was implemented by chang-
ing the density dependence of the efficiency, see Section 4.5.1),
simultaneously decreases the metallicity of the ISM of low-mass
galaxies to the values observed by Tremonti et al. (2004).
The predicted relations between stellar metallicity and mass are
shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 13 and compared with observa-
tions from SDSS from Gallazzi et al. (2005) and for dwarf galaxies
from Kirby et al. (2013). The trends and differences largely parallel
to those seen for the gas-phase abundances in the left-hand panel.
ForM∗ " 109 M⊙ simulation Recal-L025N0752 is relatively close
to the data, but at lower masses all models predict higher metallic-
ities than observed by Kirby et al. (2013). As was the case for the
gas metallicity, the (strong) convergence is actually much better
than suggested by this figure. For M∗ > 107.5 M⊙ simulation Ref-
L025N0752 (not shown) predicts a stellar metallicity that is lower,
but within 0.1 dex of the metallicity predicted by Ref-L100N1504.
Model AGNdT9-L050N0752 predicts slightly higher metallicities
than Ref-L100N1504 for M ≫ 1010 M⊙, which agrees better with
the data.
The main difference between the conclusions that can be drawn
from the gas and stellar metallicities concerns the scatter. While the
scatter in the gas-phase abundances was overestimated in the simu-
lations, the scatter in the stellar abundances appears to be strongly
underestimated. However, it would be surprising for the scatter in
the observed stellar metallicity to be so much larger than the ob-
served scatter in the gas-phase metallicity, which suggests that the
scatter in the observed stellar metallicities may be dominated by
errors. Indeed, while the mean relation from the CALIFA integral
field survey is close to that of Gallazzi et al. (2005), the scatter is
about a factor of 2 smaller (Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2014).
6.4 X-ray observations of the intracluster medium
In this section we will consider some parameters that are commonly
measured from X-ray observations of the intragroup and intraclus-
ter gas. The comparison to observations is more like-for-like than
in previous sections, because all simulation results are derived by
applying observational analysis techniques to virtual X-ray obser-
vations of the simulations. Simulation Recal-L025N0752 is not
considered here because the simulation box is too small to produce
clusters of galaxies.
The methods used to generate the plots are identical to those em-
ployed for COSMO-OWLS in Le Brun et al. (2014) and we refer the
reader to Section 2.2 of that paper for details. Briefly, gas density,
temperature and metallicity profiles are determined by fitting sin-
gle temperature, single metallicity ‘Astrophysical Plasma Emission
Code’ (APEC; Smith et al. 2001) models to synthetic Chandra X-ray
spectra in three-dimensional radial bins centred on the minimum of
the gravitational potential in the halo. Mass profiles are obtained by
fitting the functions proposed by Vikhlinin et al. (2006) to the den-
sity and temperature profiles and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium.
We then determine the radius within which the mean internal density
equals 500 times the critical density, R500, hse, and the corresponding
spherical overdensity mass, M500, hse. We will use the subscript ‘hse’
to indicate that the quantity has been inferred from virtual observa-
tions under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium (which holds
only approximately, see Le Brun et al. 2014, and references therein).
Mean X-ray temperatures and elemental abundances within R500, hse
are determined by fitting APEC models to a single radial bin. We
include all z = 0 haloes with FoF mass >1012.5 M⊙ but plot only
results for haloes with M500, hse > 1013 M⊙ for which the corre-
spondence between M500 and M500, hse is good for most objects, ex-
cept that M500, hse is systematically biased low by ∼20 per cent (see
fig. B1 of Le Brun et al. 2014).
Fig. 14 shows the (Cousins) I-band luminosity within R500, hse
as a function of M500, hse. Each point corresponds to a single sim-
ulated or observed object. The predicted luminosity–mass relation
matches the observations very well. As the I-band luminosity is a
proxy for stellar mass and the simulations were calibrated to the ob-
served GSMF, this may at first sight not be surprising. However, the
high-mass tail of the GSMF was not calibrated to any observations,
because the test simulations were too small to contain such rare
objects. Moreover, here we plot the total luminosity within R500, a
radius that exceeds the aperture used for the GSMF by more than
an order of magnitude. Hence, the results shown here include con-
tributions from satellites and the ICL, both for the observations and
simulations.
Fig. 15 shows the gas mass fraction, Mgas, 500, hse/M500, hse as a
function of mass M500, hse. Because the gas mass is derived from
the (virtual) X-ray data, it only correctly accounts for gas that
has a temperature similar to that of the gas that dominates the
X-ray emission. For the reference model the gas mass inferred from
X-ray observations, under the assumption of hydrostatic
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Figure 14. I-band luminosity within R500, hse as a function of M500, hse at
z = 0. The black data points represent observations of Sanderson et al.
(2013), Gonzalez et al. (2013), and Kravtsov et al. (2014), and the dashed
black line represents the SDSS image stacking results of Budzynski et al.
(2014). Where necessary, observations were converted to the I band follow-
ing Le Brun et al. (2014). The observational studies and the simulations both
include contributions from satellites and diffuse ICL. The simulations agree
well with the data.
Figure 15. The z = 0 gas mass fraction within R500, hse as a function
of M500, hse. All quantities are inferred from (virtual) X-ray observations.
Black data points represent observations of Vikhlinin et al. (2006), Maughan
et al. (2008), Allen et al. (2008), Pratt et al. (2009), Sun et al. (2009),
and Lin et al. (2012). The reference model overpredicts the gas fractions.
Model AGNdT9-L050N0752, which employs a higher heating temperature
for AGN feedback, performs well for groups of galaxies, but may also
overpredict the gas fraction in higher mass ("1014 M⊙) clusters.
equilibrium, is about 0.2 dex higher than observed, except perhaps
for the two most massive objects.
Le Brun et al. (2014) have shown that the gas fraction is par-
ticularly sensitive to the temperature to which the AGN heat the
surrounding gas in our subgrid prescription for AGN feedback. In
particular, higher heating temperatures, which correspond to more
Figure 16. The soft (0.5–2.0 keV) X-ray luminosity as a function of the
X-ray temperature at z = 0. Only points for which M500, hse > 1013 M⊙
are shown. The black data points represent observations of Horner (2001),
Osmond & Ponman (2004), Pratt et al. (2009), and Mehrtens & et al. (2012).
The reference model predicts too high X-ray luminosities for clusters above
1 keV, but simulation AGNdT9-L050N0752 is consistent with the data.
energetic but less frequent bursts, eject the gas more effectively,
yielding lower gas fractions. This was the motivation for running
model AGNdT9-L050N0752, which uses a heating temperature
'TAGN of 109 K, compared with 108.5 K for the reference model.
Before running this model, we used a 25 cMpc version to (approx-
imately) re-calibrate the BH accretion model so as to maintain the
good match with the GSMF, in particular the location of the knee.
We could, however, not afford to run multiple 50 cMpc models and
could therefore not calibrate to observations of groups of galaxies.
As can be seen from Fig. 15, contrary to model Ref-L100N1504,
model AGNdT9-L050N0752 does appear to reproduce the obser-
vations of group gas fractions. That is, for M500, hse < 1013.5 M⊙ the
simulation points agree with an extrapolation of the observations
for high-mass systems. There is a strong hint that the gas fraction
may again become too high for more massive clusters, although
with only 1 object with M500, hse > 1013.5 M⊙ it is hard to judge the
significance of this deviation.
Le Brun et al. (2014) found that the COSMO-OWLS simulations,
which use 2× 10243 particles in 400h−1 cMpc volumes, reproduce
these and many other observations of groups and clusters over the
full mass range of 1013–1015 M⊙ for 'TAGN = 108 K. This may
seem surprising given that EAGLE requires higher values of'TAGN.
Note, however, that because the particle mass in COSMO-OWLS
is more than three orders of magnitudes larger than for EAGLE, the
energy in individual AGN feedback events in COSMO-OWLS is
still much larger than that in AGNdT9-L050N0752.
Fig. 16 shows the X-ray luminosity in the 0.5–2.0 keV band as
a function of the temperature measured from the (virtual) X-ray
data. For the reference model the agreement with the observations
is reasonably good at low temperatures (the lack of simulated points
with L≪ 1042 erg s−1 is due to the fact that we only selected systems
with M500, hse > 1013 M⊙), but the predicted luminosity is about
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a factor of 3 too high above 1 keV. Model AGNdT9-L050N0752
appears to match the data well, but more objects with kBT > 1 keV
are needed to better assess the degree of correspondence.
6.5 Column density distributions of intergalactic metals
The galactic outflows that we invoke to reproduce observations of
galaxies also disperse heavy elements into the IGM. Furthermore,
the winds shock heat the gas, which may, in turn, change its ion-
ization balance. Hence, it is interesting to compare the predicted
distribution of intergalactic metal ions to the observations. This is
a strong test for the model, since the subgrid feedback was only
calibrated to match the stellar properties of galaxies.
Fig. 17 compares the predicted column density distribution
functions (CDDFs) of C IV (left-hand panel) and O VI (right-hand
panel) with measurements derived from quasar absorption line
observations, mainly from the Hubble Space Telescope. Note that
this prediction was completely blind.
The CDDF is conventionally defined as the number of absorbers
per unit column density, N, and per unit absorption distance, dX.
The number of absorbers per unit absorption distance is obtained
from the quantity that is actually observed, the number of absorbers
per unit redshift, via dX= dz(H0/H(z))(1+ z)2. The redshift ranges
of the observations vary and are indicated in the legend. All obser-
vations are for z < 1 and most for much lower redshift. For clarity
we only show the simulation results for our z = 0.27 snapshots.
However, limiting the comparison to z = 0.27 does not affect our
conclusions because the evolution is weak.
For the simulations we compute ion fractions for each gas par-
ticle using CLOUDY photoionization models, assuming the gas is in
ionization equilibrium and exposed to the Haardt & Madau (2001)
model for the UV/X-ray background from galaxies and quasars.
We then obtain the CDDF by projecting the simulation cube on
to a 2D grid and applying SPH interpolation to compute the ion
column density in each cell. We use a grid cell size of 10 ckpc,
which is sufficiently small to obtain convergence, and have verified
that projection effects are negligible by comparing results obtained
from simulations using different box sizes.
Observationally, the CDDF is obtained by decomposing the iden-
tified absorption features into Voigt profiles and grouping those
into systems using criteria that differ between observers and that
are not always well defined. We intend to mimic the observational
procedures more closely in future work. From Fig. 17 it is clear
that the differences between different sets of observations exceed
the reported statistical uncertainties, suggesting the presence of
significant systematic errors. Particularly for O VI, the analysis of
COS spectra by Danforth et al. (2014) yields systematically more
absorbers than the earlier analyses of STIS/FUSE/GHRS data by
Danforth & Shull (2008), Thom & Chen (2008), and Tripp et al.
(2008).
As discussed in Section 6.3, even for a fixed IMF the nucleosyn-
thetic yields are uncertain at the factor of 2 level (e.g. Wiersma et al.
2009b). This suggests that we are free to re-scale the metal column
densities, i.e. to shift the curves in Fig. 17 horizontally by up to
0.3 dex. However, doing so would break the self-consistency of the
simulations as the metal abundances determine the cooling rates.
The simulation predictions generally agree well with the data,
falling in between the different sets of observations, both for C IV
and O VI. The simulations appear to produce too few ultrastrong ab-
sorbers, i.e. systems with column densities ∼1015 cm−2. However,
the frequency of these extremely rare systems is particularly sensi-
tive to systematics and hence requires a more careful comparison.
For O VI the difference between Ref-L100N1504 and Recal-
L025N0752 is substantial for NO VI ∼ 1014 cm−2 with the high-
resolution model yielding up to a factor of 3 more absorbers. How-
ever, this does not lead to any disagreement with the data as all sim-
ulations fall in between the different sets of observations. Recall that
in low-mass galaxies feedback from star formation is more effective
in the re-calibrated, high-resolution model Recal-L025N0752 than
in the reference model. It is interesting that while this boost in the
feedback efficiency decreases the metallicity of the ISM (Fig. 13),
it boosts the abundance of metal ions in the IGM. It is tempting to
conclude that the more effective feedback transports more metals
Figure 17. The CDDFs of C IV (left-hand panel) and O VI (right-hand panel). The coloured curves show the simulation predictions and the data points with
1σ error bars indicate observations taken with STIS/FUSE (Danforth & Shull 2008), COS (Danforth et al. 2014), STIS/FUSE/GHRS (Cooksey et al. 2010),
and STIS (Thom & Chen 2008; Tripp et al. 2008). The redshift ranges of the observations vary and are indicated in the legend. For clarity we only show the
simulation results for z = 0.27. The predictions are consistent with the data.
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from galaxies into the IGM. However, whether this is the case is
not clear from the results presented here due to the importance of
ionization corrections.
In future work we will compare with high-redshift data and with
absorption line observations of the gas around galaxies of known
mass. For now, we are encouraged by the fact that a model that
was calibrated to the GSMF and galaxy sizes, also yields good
agreement with observations of intergalactic metals.
7 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N
We have introduced the EAGLE project. EAGLE consists of a suite
of large, hydrodynamical cosmological simulations. In this intro-
ductory paper we have focused on a set of simulations for which
the subgrid parameters for feedback were calibrated to match the
observed z∼ 0 GSMF, subject to the constraint that the galaxy sizes
must also be reasonable. Crain et al. (in preparation) will present
models in which the subgrid physics is varied.
The largest EAGLE simulation, Ref-L100N1504, uses nearly
7 billion (2× 15043) particles in a 100 cMpc box. This corresponds
to an initial baryonic particle mass of 1.8 × 106 M⊙ and a force
resolution of 0.7 pkpc (smaller at high redshift), which we refer to as
‘intermediate resolution’. The resolution was chosen to marginally
resolve the Jeans scales in the warm (T ∼ 104 K) ISM. The high-
resolution model, Recal-L025N0752, has eight times better mass
resolution and two times better spatial resolution, thus resolving a
galaxy like the Milky Way with ∼106 particles.
The simulations were run with the code GADGET 3, but with a
modified implementation of SPH, the time stepping, and the subgrid
models. The simulations include subgrid prescriptions for (element-
by-element) radiative cooling, star formation, stellar evolution and
mass-loss, energy feedback from star formation, the growth of su-
permassive BHs, and AGN feedback. The prescription for star for-
mation accounts for the observation that stars form from molecular
clouds and that the H I–H2 transition depends on metallicity. The
subgrid model for accretion on to BHs accounts for the fact that
angular momentum suppresses the accretion rate.
The most critical parts of the model are the implementations of
energy feedback from star formation and AGN. We argued that
present-day simulations of representative volumes cannot predict
the efficiency of the feedback processes from first principles be-
cause of their reliance on subgrid models, because of spurious ra-
diative losses due to the limited resolution, and because they lack
the resolution and do not include all the physics necessary to model
the structure of the ISM.
We discussed some of the implications of the inability to predict
the efficiency of the feedback from first principles. We argued that
current cosmological simulations can predict neither BH nor stellar
masses, which implies that the subgrid models for feedback need
to be calibrated to observations. Another consequence is that it is
difficult to distinguish different physical feedback mechanisms that
operate nearly simultaneously, such as winds driven by supernovae
and radiation pressure. Furthermore, unless one can demonstrate
that the model does not suffer from overcooling due to limited
numerical resolution, one cannot conclude that there is a need for
a new, physical feedback process just because the implemented
feedback is insufficiently effective.
Because the spurious radiative losses depend on the resolution,
one may have to re-calibrate when the resolution is changed. We
termed this ‘weak convergence’ as opposed to the ‘strong conver-
gence’ that corresponds to the same physical model giving consis-
tent results at different resolutions. However, we argued that most
subgrid models for feedback effectively change with resolution even
if the subgrid parameters are kept constant.
The quest for strong convergence of simulations that lack the
resolution to model the ISM has led to significant sacrifices, which
generally involve disabling aspects of the hydrodynamics during
feedback. Examples include temporarily turning off radiative cool-
ing, temporarily turning off hydrodynamical forces, and making
the feedback efficiency dependent on dark matter velocity disper-
sion rather than on local properties of the gas. However, until the
cooling losses can be predicted, even fully converged simulations
will be unable to predict stellar and BH masses from first princi-
ples. We therefore prefer to minimize the sacrifices and to opt for
weak convergence. Nevertheless, we demonstrated that the strong
convergence of our model is reasonably good (Fig. 7).
Motivated by the above considerations, we chose to keep our
subgrid models for feedback as simple as possible. We employ
only one type of stellar feedback and hence we do not distinguish
between stellar winds, radiation pressure, and core collapse super-
novae. Similarly, we include only one type of AGN feedback and
therefore do not implement separate ‘quasar’ and ‘radio modes’.
We find that a more complex approach is not required to match
observational data.
We implement both feedback from star formation and AGN ther-
mally using the stochastic prescription of Dalla Vecchia & Schaye
(2012). By injecting the energy stochastically rather than at ev-
ery time step, we can specify both the temperature jump of the
heated gas and the expectation value for the amount of energy that
is injected. This enables us to better mimic the physical conditions
associated with observed feedback processes, in particular the high
heating temperatures that suppress the initial radiative losses, than
would otherwise be possible given the limited resolution of the sim-
ulations. The velocities and mass loading factors of galactic winds
are thus not imposed, but are an outcome of the simulation.
The temperature jump associated with feedback events is chosen
to balance the need to minimize both the initial, radiative losses
(which are largely numerical) and the time between feedback events
(to allow for self-regulation). The probability of heating events then
needs to be calibrated by comparing the simulation results for some
observable to real data. The subgrid efficiency of the AGN feedback,
i.e. the expectation value for the amount of energy that is injected
into the ISM per unit of accreted gas mass, is constant and was
chosen to match the normalization of the observed relation between
the masses of galaxies and their central supermassive BHs. This
parameter is, however, unimportant for observables other than the
masses of BHs. The subgrid efficiency of the feedback from star
formation, fth, i.e. the expectation value for the amount of energy that
is injected into the ISM in units of the energy available from core
collapse supernovae, was chosen to reproduce the observed GSMF
for M∗ < 1010.5 M⊙, i.e. below the knee of the Schechter function.
Finally, the value of the parameter that controls the sensitivity of
the BH accretion rate to the angular momentum of the surrounding
gas was adjusted to make the mass function turn over at the onset
of the exponential drop of the observed GSMF.
We made fth a function of both metallicity and density. We use a
physically motivated metallicity dependence with fth dropping when
the metallicity is increased from values≪0.1 Z⊙ to≫0.1 Z⊙. This
reduction in the efficiency is meant to capture the increase in ra-
diative losses that is expected when metal-line cooling becomes
important, which happens for Z > 0.1 Z⊙ at the temperatures rel-
evant for gas shock heated in galactic winds (e.g. Wiersma et al.
2009a).
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While a constant value of fth = 1, or a pure metallicity depen-
dence, each give an excellent fit to the GSMF, they result in galaxies
that are far too compact (Crain et al., in preparation). This happens
because, at the resolution of EAGLE, the stochastic implementation
for stellar feedback is still subject to numerical radiative losses at
high gas densities, as we demonstrated analytically. To compen-
sate for these spurious losses, we increase fth at high gas densities.
However, fth never exceeds 3 and the mean value is smaller than 1.1.
We compared EAGLE to a diverse set of observations of the low-
redshift Universe, carefully distinguishing between observations
that were considered during the calibration (the GSMF and thus also
the directly related M∗–M200 relation, galaxy sizes, and the MBH–
M∗ relation) and those that were not. We came to the following
conclusions.
(i) The observed GSMF is reproduced over the range 108 <
M∗/M⊙ ! 1011. At fixed mass, the difference in number density
relative to the data is!0.2 dex. At fixed number density, the differ-
ence in mass is smaller than 0.3 dex (Fig. 4). Even for a fixed IMF,
this discrepancy is comparable to the systematic uncertainty in the
observed masses due to stellar evolution alone. This level of agree-
ment with the data is close to that obtained by semi-analytic models
and is unprecedented for hydrodynamical simulations (Fig. 5).
(ii) 3D apertures of 30 pkpc, which we used throughout the paper,
give results close to the Petrosian masses that are often used for
observations, e.g. by SDSS. For M∗ > 1011 M⊙ larger apertures
yield higher masses (Fig. 6).
(iii) The stellar mass–halo mass relation for central galaxies is
close to that inferred from abundance matching. The efficiency of
galaxy formation, M∗/M200, peaks at the halo mass M200∼ 1012 M⊙
and at the stellar mass M∗ ∼ 1010.4 M⊙ (Fig. 8).
(iv) Disc galaxy sizes are well matched to the observations. Over
the full range of stellar mass, 108 < M∗/M⊙ < 1011.5, the median
stellar half-mass radii of late-type galaxies agree with the observed
half-light radii to within 0.1 dex (Fig. 9).
(v) The median relation between BH mass and stellar mass agrees
with the observations, but the scatter in the model is smaller than
observed. The simulations predict that galaxies with total stellar
masses of 109–1010 M⊙ typically host BHs with masses that fall be-
low the extrapolation of the high-mass power-law relation (Fig. 10).
(vi) The predicted relation between the median SSFR ( ˙M∗/M∗)
and stellar mass for star-forming galaxies, i.e. the ‘main sequence
of star formation’, agrees with the observations to within 0.2 dex
over the observed range of 109 <M∗/M⊙ < 1011 at high resolution
and to within 0.35 dex at intermediate resolution (Fig. 11, left-hand
panel).
(vii) The predicted fraction of galaxies that are passive, which we
define as SSFR <10−2 Gyr−1 for the simulations, increases sharply
with stellar mass between 1010 and 1011.5 M⊙, in agreement with
the observations (Fig. 11, right-hand panel).
(viii) The predicted median relation between the maximum of
the rotation curve and stellar mass of late-type galaxies, i.e. a
close analogue of the Tully–Fisher relation, agrees with the ob-
servations to better than 0.03 dex over the observed mass range of
109 ! M∗/M⊙ < 1011 (Fig. 12).
(ix) The relations between ISM metallicity and stellar mass and
between stellar metallicity and stellar mass are predicted to flat-
ten with stellar mass. For the gas the predicted median metallicities
agree with the observed values to within 0.1 dex for M∗ > 109.5 M⊙
at intermediate resolution and down to the lowest observed mass,
M∗ ∼ 108.5 M⊙, at high resolution. At lower masses the pre-
dicted relations are less steep than extrapolations of the observed
trends. For the stellar metallicities the discrepancies are larger.
For M∗ > 1010 M⊙ all simulations agree with the data to better
than 0.2 dex, but the difference increases with decreasing mass.
At M∗ ∼ 108 M⊙ the stellar metallicities in the intermediate- and
high-resolution simulations are higher than observed by about 0.7
and 0.3 dex, respectively.
(x) For the mass–metallicity relations the strong convergence is
significantly better than the weak convergence, i.e. simulations that
keep the subgrid parameters fixed converge better with numerical
resolution than simulations for which the feedback is (re)calibrated
to the z ∼ 0 GSMF at each resolution. Hence, the increase in the
efficiency of the feedback from star formation that was applied at
high resolution in order to match the observed GSMF, simultane-
ously steepens the Z(M∗) relations, improving the agreement with
the data.
(xi) A comparison to observations of groups and clusters of
galaxies with M500, hse > 1013 M⊙, where the subscript ‘hse’ in-
dicates that the quantity was estimated from virtual observations
under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, revealed the
following.
(a) The predicted relation between the total I-band light within
R500, hse and M500, hse agrees with the data. Note that this includes
contributions from satellites and ICL (Fig. 14).
(b) The gas mass fractions, Mgas, 500, hse/M500, hse, are over-
estimated by about 0.2 dex in the reference model. For
M500, hse < 1013.5 M⊙ this can be remedied by increasing the sub-
grid AGN heating temperature, as implemented in model AGNdT9-
L050N0752. At higher masses this change may be insufficient,
although larger simulation volumes are needed to confirm this
(Fig. 15).
(c) The reference model predicts soft X-ray luminosities that are
about 0.5 dex higher than observed for clusters with spectroscopic
temperatures ∼1 keV. However, model AGNdT9-L050N0752 is
consistent with the observations (Fig. 16).
(xii) The column density distributions of intergalactic C IV and
O VI are in good agreement with the data, falling in between the
results obtained by different surveys (Fig. 17).
Hence, in the resolved mass range, which spans 109 !
M∗/M⊙ ! 1011 for some observables and 108 ! M∗/M⊙ ! 1011
for others, EAGLE agrees with a diverse set of low-redshift obser-
vations of galaxies. At the same time, EAGLE reproduces some
key observations of intergalactic metals. The only discrepancies
found in this work that substantially exceed observational uncer-
tainties concern the gas and stellar metallicities of dwarf galaxies,
which are too high, and the predictions of the reference model
for X-ray observations of the intracluster medium. The metallic-
ity problem is only substantial at intermediate resolution, so it is
possible that it can be resolved simply by increasing the resolution
further. We already demonstrated that the problem with groups of
galaxies can be remedied by increasing the heating temperature
used in the subgrid model for AGN feedback, as implemented in
model AGNdT9-L050N0752, without compromising the successes
of the reference model. However, larger volumes are needed to
judge whether the increase in the heating temperature that was im-
plemented in this model suffices to obtain agreement with the data
for massive (M500 " 1014 M⊙) clusters of galaxies.
In future papers we will test many more predictions of EAGLE.
Although we will undoubtedly uncover problems, so far we have no
reason to believe that the results shown here are unrepresentative.
We will show that the success of EAGLE extends to other areas
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that have in the past proven to be challenging for hydrodynamical
simulations, such as the bimodal distribution of galaxies in colour–
magnitude diagrams. We will also demonstrate that the relatively
good agreement with the data is not limited to low redshift. In addi-
tion to further exploring the models that have been presented here,
we plan to use the larger suite of physical models presented in Crain
et al. (in preparation) to gain insight into the physical processes un-
derlying the observed phenomena. Finally, we have already begun
to carry out higher resolution re-simulations of individual structures
(e.g. Sawala et al. 2014a,b) with the code used for EAGLE.
Although the relatively good agreement between EAGLE and
the observations, as well as that between other recent, hydrody-
namical simulations of representative volumes and the data (e.g.
Vogelsberger et al. 2014a), is encouraging, we should keep in mind
that we have not attempted to model many of the physical processes
that may be important for the formation and evolution of galaxies.
For example, EAGLE does not include a cold interstellar gas phase,
radiation transport, magnetohydrodynamics, cosmic rays, conduc-
tion, or non-equilibrium chemistry, and EAGLE does not distinguish
between different forms of energy feedback from star formation and
different forms of AGN feedback. We argued that at present there
are good reasons for such omissions, but many of those arguments
would no longer apply if the numerical resolution were increased
by several orders of magnitude. While it will take some time for
simulations of representative volumes to attain the resolution that is
required to model the cold ISM, simulations of individual objects
can already do much better. Ultimately, simulations should be able
to predict the efficiencies of the most important feedback processes
and hence to predict, rather than calibrate to, the GSMF.
We hope that EAGLE will prove to be a useful resource for the
community.10 The agreement with observations is sufficiently good
for the simulations to be used in ways that have so far been reserved
for semi-analytic models of galaxy formation. At the same time, be-
cause hydrodynamical simulations provide much more detailed 3D
information, make fewer simplifying assumptions, and simultane-
ously model the galaxies and the IGM, EAGLE enables one to ask
many questions that are difficult to investigate with semi-analytic
models.
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A P P E N D I X A : H Y D RO DY NA M I C S
Recently, much effort has been directed at solving a well-known
issue with the standard SPH implementation: multivalued particle
pressure and large artificial viscosity causing unphysical surface
tension at contact discontinuities (for a detailed description of the
problem see e.g. Agertz et al. 2007). This surface tension impedes
the development of hydrodynamical instabilities resulting in poor
mixing of gas phases, which could in principle compromise simu-
lations of galaxy formation (e.g. Sijacki et al. 2012; Nelson et al.
2013). Several solutions have been suggested in order to smooth the
pressure at contact discontinuities (e.g. Ritchie & Thomas 2001;
Price 2008; Read et al. 2010; Hopkins 2013; Saitoh & Makino
2013), and to reduce the artificial viscosity away from shocks (e.g.
Morris & Monaghan 1997; Cullen & Dehnen 2010).
As described in more detail below, we employ the fully conser-
vative SPH formulation derived by Hopkins (2013), of which the
solutions suggested by Ritchie & Thomas (2001), Read et al. (2010)
and Saitoh & Makino (2013) are special cases. We use the artificial
viscosity switch from Cullen & Dehnen (2010) and a switch for
artificial conduction similar to that of Price (2008). We apply the
time-step limiters of Durier & Dalla Vecchia (2012).
We adopt the C2 Wendland (1995) kernel with Nngb = 58 neigh-
bours. This kernel inhibits particle pairing (Dehnen & Aly 2012) and
the number of neighbours was chosen to give an effective resolution
that is close to that of the cubic spline kernel with 48 neighbours
that was used in OWLS.
The methods used here are collectively referred to as ‘ANARCHY’
and will be described in more detail in Dalla Vecchia (in prepa-
ration), who also demonstrates its performance on standard hy-
drodynamical tests. In Schaller et al. (in preparation) we compare
the results of EAGLE cosmological simulations with different hy-
drodynamics and time-stepping schemes. Consistent with previ-
ous work (e.g. Scannapieco et al. 2012), we find that our results
are generally substantially less sensitive to changes in the
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hydrodynamical techniques than to reasonable variations in the
subgrid physics.
A1 SPH
Following Hopkins (2013), the generalized equation of motion is
mi
dvi
dt
= −
N∑
j=1
xixj
[
Pi
y2i
fij∇iWij (hi) + Pj
y2j
fji∇iWij (hj )
]
,
(A1)
where mi, vi and Pi are the particle mass, velocity and pressure,
respectively; Wij is the SPH kernel; hi is the SPH smoothing length;
fij is the correction term for variable smoothing lengths (the so-called
grad-h term), given by
fij = 1− x˜j
xj
(
hi
nDy˜i
∂yi
∂hi
)[
1 + hi
nDy˜i
∂y˜i
∂hi
]−1
, (A2)
where nD is the number of spatial dimensions. In the above equa-
tions, x˜i and its SPH-smoothed value, y˜i =∑j x˜jWij (hi), define
the particle volume, ˜Vi = x˜i/y˜i . The particle smoothing length is
defined by the relation
4π
3
h3i = Nngb ˜Vi, (A3)
where Nngb is the number of neighbouring particles.11 In our im-
plementation, we chose x˜i = mi and y˜i ≡ ρi =∑j mjWij (hi), the
SPH particle density.
The remaining quantities, xi and yi = ∑jxjWij(hi), define the
‘thermodynamical volume’, and can be chosen in order to obtain
a smooth representation of the pressure. Since we follow the evo-
lution of the gas pseudo-entropy, A ≡ P/ργ , the natural choice is
then xi = miA1/γi and yi ≡ ¯P 1/γi =
∑N
j=1 mjA
1/γ
j Wij (hi) as sug-
gested by Read et al. (2010). With this definition, the weighted pres-
sure, ¯Pi , is now single-valued and varies smoothly through contact
discontinuities.
In practice, it is convenient to define a weighted density that
can be used in the conversion between thermodynamical quantities
(entropy, internal energy, temperature) and that can be predicted for
inactive particles. We define the weighted density by writing the
entropic function, P = Aργ , as follows:
¯Pi = Ai
⎛⎝ 1
A
1/γ
i
N∑
j=1
mjA
1/γ
j Wij (hi)
⎞⎠γ = Ai ρ¯γi . (A4)
Note that this definition of the density is the only one that is consis-
tent with the definition of the pressure (Read et al. 2010).
The formulation of the SPH equation in terms of the pressure
and entropy thus introduces the notion of a weighted density ρ¯i .
Despite having the units of a density, this quantity should not be
confused with the physical density ρ i =∑jmjWij(hi). The weighted
density should be thought of as an intermediate quantity required
for the calculation of other thermodynamics quantities and for the
SPH equation of motion. As a consequence, both densities must be
used in the subgrid recipes. If the model requires a density (cooling,
enrichment), then we use the physical density ρ i. On the other hand,
if the quantity of interest is the pressure or the temperature, then we
use the weighted density ρ¯i for consistency with the SPH equations.
11 Note that the number of neighbours, Nngb, is a parameter and not the
actual number of particles within the kernel.
Finally, equation (A1) can be written as
dvi
dt
= −
N∑
j=1
mj
[
A
1/γ
j
A
1/γ
i
¯Pi
ρ¯2i
fij∇iWij (hi)
+ A
1/γ
i
A
1/γ
j
¯Pj
ρ¯2j
fji∇iWij (hj )
]
, (A5)
where the grad-h terms are (see equation A2)
fij = 1− 1
A
1/γ
j
(
hi
nDρi
∂ ¯P
1/γ
i
∂hi
)[
1 + hi
nDρi
∂ρi
∂hi
]−1
. (A6)
A1.1 Injection of feedback energy
When the equations of SPH are formulated using the pressure and
entropy as main variables, particles do not carry a numerical field
for their internal energy. This quantity has to be computed as a
weighted sum over the particle neighbours in the same way as
the density is computed in other formulations of SPH. Energy from
feedback events can hence not be implemented by simply increasing
the internal energy of the particle by some amount'u. Furthermore,
because the weighted density, ρ¯i , and the entropic function, Ai, of
a particle are coupled, a naı¨ve change of Ai during energy injection
would be incorrect as the corresponding weighted density would
also change, making the total thermal energy of the gas (across all
particles in the simulation volume) change by an amount different
from 'u.
In ANARCHY this problem is partially solved by performing a series
of iterations during which Ai and ρ¯i are changed until the two
quantities have converged:
Ai,n+1 = (γ − 1)(uold +'u)
ρ¯
γ−1
i,n
,
ρ¯i,n+1 = ρ¯i,n A
1/γ
n −miW (0)A1/γi,n +miW (0)A1/γi,n+1
A
1/γ
i,n+1
, (A7)
where mi is the mass of particle i and W is the kernel function. This
approximation is valid for reasonable values of 'u and is crucial
for injecting thermal feedback in the gas phase.
For high thermal jumps with more than one particle being heated,
as can for example occur for our AGN feedback scheme, the ap-
proximation provided by these iterations is not sufficiently accurate
to properly conserve energy. We hence limit the amount of energy
that can be injected in the gas phase by AGN in a single event
by limiting the heating probability to 0.3 (effectively limiting the
number of particles being heated at the same time in a given neigh-
bourhood) for which tests show that the correct amount of energy
is distributed to the gas.
A2 Artificial viscosity
SPH requires artificial viscosity to capture shocks. The artificial
viscosity switch has been implemented following Cullen & Dehnen
(2010). Their algorithm enables a precise detection of shocks and
avoids excessive viscosity in pure shear flows. As in Cullen &
Dehnen (2010), particles are assigned individual values of the vis-
cosity coefficient, αv, i. This is recomputed at every time step n, and
if it exceeds the value at the previous step, αnv,i > αn−1v,i , the viscosity
coefficient is set to min (αnv,i ,αv,max). If αnv,i ≤ αn−1v,i , the viscosity
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coefficient decays towards αnv,i on a time-scale proportional to the
particle’s sound-crossing time, τ i = hi/(0.1ci):
αv,i = αnv,i +
(
αv,i − αnv,i
)
e−'t/τi , (A8)
and limiting the minimum allowed value, αv, i ≥ αv, min ≥ 0. We
adopt αv, min = 0.05 in order to facilitate particle ordering, and
allow the coefficient to range up to αv, max = 2. We found that if the
number of neighbours is sufficiently large (∼102), the calculation
of the velocity divergence in GADGET is sufficiently accurate for
standard hydrodynamical tests. Therefore, we did not implement
any expensive matrix calculation of the velocity divergence (Cullen
& Dehnen 2010; Read & Hayfield 2012; Hu et al. 2014).
A3 Entropy diffusion
SPH is by construction non-diffusive. However, some diffusion
mechanism is required during mixing of gas phases in order to
mimic thermal conduction. We do not attempt to model physical
diffusion; the implemented diffusion is purely numerical. We also
do not implement diffusion to solve numerical problems at contact
discontinuities; these are solved by the adopted SPH scheme.
The thermal energy, u, is diffused according to the following
equation (e.g. Monaghan 1997; Price 2008),
dui
dt
=
N∑
j=1
αd,ij vd,ij
mj
ρij
(
ui − uj
)∇iWij (hi, hj ), (A9)
where vd,ij = max(ci + cj + vij · r ij /rij , 0), and the diffusion co-
efficient, αd, ij, density and kernel derivative are averages among
particle pairs. The purely numerical switch, similar to the one of
Price (2008), is triggered by the spatial second derivative of the
internal energy
α˙d,i = β hi∇
2
i ui√
ui
, (A10)
where the growth speed of αd, i can be tuned through the coefficient
β. We adopt β = 0.01. With this choice, diffusion is mild and there
is no need of any further limiter in the presence of gravity. Finally,
the diffusion coefficient evolves with time as
αd,i(t +'t) = αd,i(t)−
(
αd,i(t)− αd,min
τi
− α˙d,i
)
't, (A11)
where the decay time-scale, τ i, is the same as employed in the
artificial viscosity, and αd, min = 0. We set the maximum allowed
value to αd, max = 1, but this is unimportant because αd, i ≪ 1 even
for large discontinuities in the internal energy.
A4 Time stepping
The accuracy of the time integration is increased by using a time-
step limiter (e.g. Saitoh & Makino 2013). We adopted the solution of
Durier & Dalla Vecchia (2012) which ensures that sudden changes in
the particle internal energy, e.g. caused by feedback, are promptly
captured and propagated to neighbouring particles by shortening
their time step and by activating them. We set the maximum ratio
of neighbouring particles’ time steps to four.
A P P E N D I X B : G E N E R AT I O N O F T H E I N I T I A L
C O N D I T I O N S
We have made two types of initial conditions: dark matter only
with all particles having the same mass and dark matter with gas.
The dark matter with gas simulations are created starting from a
corresponding dark matter only simulation so we first describe how
the dark matter only initial conditions were made.
B1 Building dark matter only initial conditions
The initial conditions are created in three steps. First, a particle
load, representing an unperturbed homogeneous periodic universe
in a 3-torus is produced. Secondly, a realization of a Gaussian
random density field with the appropriate linear power spectrum is
created over the 3-torus. Thirdly, the displacements and velocities,
consistent with the pure growing mode of gravitational instability,
are calculated from the Gaussian realization and applied to the
particle load producing the initial conditions.
The unperturbed particle loads for the dark matter only initial
conditions have a glass-like particle distribution produced by ap-
plying the method first described in White (1994). This method,
available as an option in the GADGET-2 code (Springel 2005), was
applied, with periodic boundary conditions, to make a ‘primitive’
cubic glass distribution with 473 particles. The particle loads re-
quired for each of the EAGLE initial conditions were built by tiling
this primitive cubic glass file n times in each of the three principal
coordinate directions across a larger cubic 3-torus, giving particle
loads with a glass distribution with (47n)3 particles.
The dark matter only initial conditions were generated using the
IC_2LPT_GEN code using the method described in Jenkins (2010) to
create 2lpt re-simulation initial conditions. The IC_2LPT_GEN code
outputs Zeldovich initial conditions plus a ‘2lpt mass’ for each parti-
cle. The EAGLE version of GADGET 3 is then used to solve a Poisson
equation sourced by the 2lpt masses placed at their unperturbed po-
sitions. The solution of this Poisson equation yields second-order
Lagrangian growing mode displacements and velocities for each
particle. Adding these to the Zeldovich displacements and veloc-
ities of all the particles produces the final 2lpt initial conditions.
The 2lpt masses can then be discarded and the usual equations of
motion are solved by integrating the initial conditions forward in
time.
B2 Choice of phases
Generating a Gaussian random field requires choosing a set of ran-
dom phases. For the EAGLE simulations we take these phases from
Panphasia which is a public multiscale Gaussian white noise field
(Jenkins 2013; Jenkins & Booth 2013). Using Panphasia provides
a simple way to publish the linear phases that define the EAGLE
volumes. Table B1 lists the ‘phase descriptors’ which define the
location of the phase information of each volume within the much
larger Panphasia field (Jenkins 2013). These phase descriptors de-
fine the phases on all scales and uniquely determine the phases not
only for the simulations published here, but for any possible zoom
simulation of any subregion of these volumes, and at any resolu-
tion (down to sub-Earth mass resolution if needed) in the future.
In principle sufficient information is provided in this paper to en-
able anyone to re-run these simulations, or to re-simulate objects
identified from the EAGLE data base. The information required is
provided by the combination of the phase descriptors, the cosmo-
logical parameters and the linear matter power spectrum, and for
the volumes themselves the details of how the particle load was
constructed.
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Table B1. The phases for the EAGLE simulation volumes are taken from the public multiscale
Gaussian white noise field Panphasia (Jenkins 2013). For completeness we publish the phases for
all the volumes in the EAGLE series, but note that we have not yet carried out baryonic simulations
in boxes greater than 100 cMpc. These periodic cubic volumes have side lengths given by 6.25 ×
2n cMpc, where n is an integer, n = 0−10.
Box size Phase descriptor
(cMpc)
6.25 [Panph1, L19, (40044, 38524, 52597), S3, CH2062909610, EAGLE_L0006_VOL1]
12.5 [Panph1, L18, (34546, 48586, 31987), S3, CH1284484552, EAGLE_L0012_VOL1]
25 [Panph1, L17, (22872, 9140, 6502), S3, CH1193192352, EAGLE_L0025_VOL1]
50 [Panph1, L16, (9358, 44124, 48606), S3, CH1323953302, EAGLE_L0050_VOL1]
100 [Panph1, L16, (31250, 23438, 39063), S12, CH1050187043, EAGLE_L0100_VOL1]
200 [Panph1, L16, (27398, 55228, 10498), S3, CH664747129, EAGLE_L0200_VOL1]
400 [Panph1, L16, (11324, 24834, 60541), S3, CH846509636, EAGLE_L0400_VOL1]
800 [Panph1, L16, (65448, 27937, 42773), S3, CH773405482, EAGLE_L0800_VOL1]
1600 [Panph1, L15, (18083, 14638, 23364), S3, CH1829653368, EAGLE_L1600_VOL1]
3200 [Panph1, L14, (2152, 5744, 757), S3, CH1814785143, EAGLE_L3200_VOL1]
6400 [Panph1, L13, (3868, 2093, 2715), S3, CH1320830929, EAGLE_L6400_VOL1]
B3 Particle indexing
To make it possible to trace particles easily between the initial condi-
tions and snapshots, each particle in the initial conditions was given
a unique 42-bit integer index. The index was generated by assigning
each particle a location on a space-filling Peano–Hilbert curve de-
fined with a resolution of 14 bits per Cartesian coordinate over the
simulation volume. The location for each particle was determined
from its unperturbed position in the particle load. The particle index
therefore encodes a Lagrangian position for the particle. Using a
42-bit index allows the Lagrangian position to be determined to
a cubic cell of side length 1/16384 of the box size. This is small
compared to the interparticle separations of particles in the initial
conditions, which means that each particle has a unique index. The
primitive 473 glass file and routines to calculate the Peano–Hilbert
indices are available at http://eagle.strw.leidenuniv.nl/.
B4 Making the full initial conditions
The initial conditions for the hydrodynamical simulations are gen-
erated from the dark matter only sets of initial conditions. Each
dark matter particle is replaced with a pair of particles consisting
of a dark matter particle and gas particle with a combined mass
equal to that of the original dark matter particle. The ratio of the
gas and dark matter particles is equal to $baryon/($matter − $baryon).
These particle pairs are positioned so that the centre of mass of the
pair corresponds to the position of the original particle in the dark
matter only initial conditions. The particle pairs are aligned with the
(1,1,1) coordinate direction and the gas particle is positioned in the
(1,1,1) direction relative to its corresponding dark matter particle.
The magnitude of the displacement between the pair is chosen so
that an initial cubic grid with mean density in the dark matter only
initial conditions would transform into a body-centred cubic grid
with dark matter (gas) particles at the centres of cubic cells made
of gas (dark matter) particles.
For the hydrodynamical simulations the index of the dark matter
particles is taken to be exactly twice that of the corresponding index
in the dark matter only initial conditions. The index of the gas
particle is chosen to be one more than its corresponding dark matter
particle. Thus, all dark matter particles have even indices, and all
gas particles odd indices.
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